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room. The cycle would then begin again.
The scheduling will have only one fallout,
Paschall added.

number of people remaining on campus on
study. days is not dramatically different than a
regular Saturday.
Another concern of the administration is

"IF CLASSES BEGtN on the 23rd of Augpushing orientation near the 19th, it is posexams could end the 17th of December," he said. "However, if classes begin on the
25th, it would be very likely that exams would
end the 22nd of December."
Paschall conceded that there might be problems with the new system. Besides the immediate effect on intramural sports, there is concern that students will be more encouraged to
leave campus on the weekends.

the possibility that the week might be shortened
further. This could occur as organizations tried
to avoid scheduling activities on Friday or Sat-

ust,

days were designed to give students and faculty
an uninterrupted block of time without deadlines or commitments."
'

THE SCHEDULING for next semester will
be similar to the present system. Classes are
presently within a framework of five class meetings every two weeks. Next semester this principal would be in effect, but with a little twist.
Students would meet for their classes on an
That is to say, a
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 10 a.m. one week would
meet on Tuesday and Thursday of the next
week at the same time and in the same classalternating
class,

two week

cycle.

for example, meeting on

Budget

sible that

"THIS UNIVERSITY

WAS not intended to

be a commuter or suitcase

way

of

college,

but

a total

life," Paschall said.

However, Paschall pointed out, using stattaken from SAGA's records, that the

istics

urday, squeezing
four days.

the activities into the

all

WAY

the students can affect
THE ONLY
the dean's decision of the faculty's proposal is
if they overwhelmingly demonstrate their opposition and even that does not ensure a direct
bearing on the preparation of next year's calendar, Paschall concluded.

Convocation
.

.

from page three

from page one

words to number of

Guaranteed
Loan Program, possibly including a doubling of
the origination fee, interest at market rates after
graduation, and the elimination of the GSL in--unspecified

amounts

in

the

speak

SIGNED BY
American

community,

including

Bartlett, president of the Association ot

American

and Gary H. Quell, president of the Council of Independent Colleges,
the letter says that "The magnitude of such proposed reductions compels the conclusion that
this Administration is seeking to abandon the
Universities,

long-term bipartisan federal commitment
equal opportunity in higher education."

electrons; and thirdly,

or

make

and splendid thing-a university.'

rare

Winter weather

Frightening for private schools such as Sewis the current federal trend toward shifting

The

which already support their own univerand college systems, may be unwilling to
help out the "competition."
Just before Congress broke for recess in middle December, President Reagan signed a bill in
which the Department of Education's budget
was cut to $12.8 billion. That is over two billion dollars less than the fiscal 1981 allowance,
prompting the newsletter Higher Education and
states,

sity

National Affairs to say of the future: "The (fiscal 1983J proposals - which include chopping
Education Department funding in half for 1983
will undo most of the social legislation of the
1960s." This publication has said that Pell Grants may be cut in the next two years to a total
of $1 billion, eliminating this basic aid for some
70 percent of those who currently receive it.

A CONCERNED

Mary Frances Millsaps, daughter of the
Rev. and Mrs. William Millsaps, enjoys her
first snow on Jan.
12.
Mr Millsaps is the
University
Plant)

(Photo

Chaplain.

by

Jennifer

.

.

.

from page three
Benedict.

The
calls

Sewanee

responded

Police

of traffic accidents between Jan.

to

eight

Hand

18.

The majority of accidents were caused when
vehicles hit ice patches and lost control.

Other educators are concerned that these
student aid cuts will deepen a problem which
has been growing in America for years - that of
the declining quality of and general opinion of
education. Lack of financial aid may drive students to shop around when it is time for college,
taking the best financial deal available, regardless of "quality " considerations.
Those students who do not get financial
aid at present cannot breathe easily, however.

For-

however, none ot these eight accidents were serious.
wo Sewanee students were injured while
driving through Texarkana, TX, when their
vehicle hit a patch of ice, slid into the median, and flipped several times. Laura Chatham,
tunately,

I

a

sophomore from Corpus Christi, and the
was thrown through the windshield and

driver,

received serious injuries:

a

broken

pelvis,

brok-

en femur, broken

large part of their operating budgets.

leg, and a cut on the inside of
wet! as internal bleeding. Since being
admitted to the Intensive Care Unit of a Texar-

With the planned Education Department cuts,
be forced to raise the tuition

kana Hospital, where she was listed in critical
condition, Laura's condition has stabilized; she

order to meet their bud-

was removed from the unit and was transferred
to Doctor s Hospital in Corpus Christi recently.
Friends who have spoken to Ms. Chatham since
the accidents report her to be in "great spirits."

All

colleges

(usually)

depend on federal monies

for a

J.W. Peltason, president of
the American Council on Education, has sounded such dire notes as "Banks might be hesitant
to loan to graduate students going into the hum-

colleges could

and social sciences because their postdoctoral incomes would not be high enough to
sustain the debt burden."
Banks, of course,
would be a major place to which aidless students would have to turn for help.

ve only symbolic in effect, the President has already voiced his intention to kick the Department of Education out of his Cabinet and put

anities

we
like

to

anee

financial burdens to the state legislatures.

analogies,

the
nicknames
'Bear'
Bryant
or
'Hacksaw'
Reynolds to evoke an image.
DR. BALLARD THEN proposed, 'The act of
translation is the act that, the liberal arts
and sciences are engaged in'. The only way
we can understand the universe and the
The
university is through the liberal arts.
humanities and sciences are different; but
when they come together and last through
125 years of turmoil, 'then we have this

18 prominent members of the

educational

poetically,

using

school interest subsidy.

Thomas

first

hope that the students will not
be discouraged on the weekends to take advantage of the facilities, like the library and open
classrooms that will remain open on the weekends as they are now," said Paschall.
"I certainly

costs for all students
get requirements.

in

AND, ALTHOUGH

it

at a lower level

altogether.

-

that

such an action

is, if it is

may

pro-

not dismantled

the

leg, as

Susan Stradley of Dallas, asleep in the back
bad bruises on her legs and a con-

seat, received

cussion.

Hospitalized for

ley has since returned to

two days, Ms. Strad-

Sewanee.
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Tuition increase for next semester?
BY PAUL BONOVICH
WITHIN THE PAST

tour weeks there have
been several proposals submitted to the students
and faculty of Sewanee to change or alter some
existing institutions. Among these are the pro-

move

posals to

to a five day

week and

faculty salaries in 'real terms above the rate of
which is another factor in the
inflation,

that the University's need for a tuition increase
related to the proposal to change the academic

decision to propose a tuition hike in the budget
for the Board of Regents.
'All of these factors have been taken into
account in the budget proposal that the Board

calendar to a five-day week.

of Regents will examine,' said Douglas Paschall,
associate dean of the college.

to offer

an opportunity for those convicted of an Honor
Code offense to be put on probation.
This weekend, Feb. 14, 15, and 16, the
Board of Regents of the University of the South
1982will meet to examine the budget for the
1983 academic year of the University and to
face a budget proposal by the administration to

'It

body
rising

seems to be the opinion of the student
that the University

is

from

insulate

cost of expenditures; this

is

not

this

true,'

Paschall continued.

PASCHALL DENOUNCED

can affect Sewanee's
two ways,' said Albert
'A tuition
Admissions.
increase might affect people who have applied
and been accepted; the difference in costs to
attend Sewanee as opposed to another school
Also, students who
might be a deterrent.'
might have applied to the University of
the South might be more encouraged to apply
to a state supported school which could be a

'An increase

in tuition

admissions program
Googh, director of

in

see Tuition, page

any possibility

24

increase tuition.

'No

formal

costs have been

The Sewanee

announcement about tuition
made and can be made until

the Board of Regents examines the budget,' said
Arthur Schaefer, provost of the University.

HOWEVER, THE ADMINISTRATION

does-

order for the University to function
maintained capacity tuition costs
will need to be raised to meet the rising costs of
energy and materials, as well as the rate of

feel that in

at its presently

inflation,

he

The University of

Sewanee, Tennessee 37375

the South

said.

The administration

is

also

hoping to increase

|

Sewanee

Will changes tear

Five day

week

for

apart?

Sewanee

?

percent of Student Assembly votes 'No'
appeared on campus.

BY PAUL BONOVICH
ARNIE FRISHMAN

a

SINCE THE BEGINNING of the semester,
conversation among Sewanee students and
faculty has been dominated by a single issue:
the prospect of a five-day class week beginning

code.

next year. On Monday night, February 8, after
much heated debate, 88% of the Student
Assembly voted to support the continuance of
the present six-day academic week with study
days.

The calendar

Changes

.

.

plan,

which was ap-

.

Friday.

These four figures play prominent roles in
the changes Sewanee is experiencing at the moment. Clockwise from top left, Harold Goldberg, a proponent of the fiue-day. week plan,
Dixie Leonard, Gailor manager and a focal
point of student interest in food, Al Gooch,
director of admissions, and Chip Manning,
(Photos by ohn
Honor Council Chairman.
Ellis)

revision

proved by a faculty vote of 76-12 on January
13, calls for the academic week to consist of
no more than five teaching days, with classes
scheduled on appropriate days Monday through

,

a

The

faculty further

recommends

that

50-minute classes should be preserved, 39 class
meetings be preserved, and afternoon classes and
labs should not be adversely affected.
This plan was not given as warm a reception
by the student body. Almost from the time the
was announced, flyers and handbills
plan
screaming: STAND UP! SPEAK OUT! SHOW
YOUR SUPPORT FOR STUDY DAYS! have

On

Thursday, February 4,

number of students, expressing their fear that
series of
the faculty's proposal would begin a
breakdowns of the "Sewanee tradition," showed
calendar revitheir opposition to the proposed
student dress
sion by refusing to observe the

and

said,
The reason for their action, organizers
of their
was to give the administration "a taste
"First
if.
put
student
one
As
medicine."
own
goes the
they take away the six-day week, then
gown the dress code and everything else that
also
have
Opponents
special."
Sewanee
makes
to deargued that a five-day week will lead

sense of
creased faculty accessability, a lessened
on campus, and a longer school

community
year.

Students favoring the institution of the tivefor their supday calendar did not lack reasons
of tradition,
port of the plan. To the argument
"tradition" of
the proponents answered that the
fact only
six-day weeks with study days is in
argue, a
three years old. Furthermore, they
week with a study day is in fact a five-day

day
week. The big difference, they

said,

is

a

Monday

see Five-day, page
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Class load lowering
for future

possibility
BYHALSEYCUOK
SEWANEE
es
io.
is

IS noted for

small class-

its

and its excellent student to faculty ratHowever, Sewanee's five course load
larger than most comparable schools.

The administration

is

Expo

considering lowerfrom five to

four to three.

Sewanee achieves the smaller classby creating more sections of a given
course; thereby putting more of a load
on the faculty. Dr. Doug Paschall, Associate Dean of the University, said that

lighter class load

mise the smallness of the classes, accordHe stated " Complicaing to Paschall.
because we require more
tions
specific courses and a greater number of
arise

It forces us to offer a large number of sections in order to maintain the

courses.

small classes."
is

somewhat of an exception

is

in

all

three categories.

list

Sewanee is grouped in a comparison
with 26 other schools by the Ameri-

can

Association

of

College

The average number of

Professors.

credits required

by these comparable schools
is 32, while Sewanee requires 40.
Despite
these differences, Paschall says that Sewafor a degree

part of

Expo

KNOXVILLE WILL SOON

be

listed

among

such great cities as Tokyo, Paris, New York, and
Montreal in having hosted a World's Fair. Opening May 1, the 1982 World's Fair will begin a
six month engagement in which countries from
around the world will display their notions

about this
World."

year's

job program

'82

comprehensive, covering everything from creative energy to natural energy.

BY BECKY PHILLIPS

theme, "Energy Turns the

Knoxville integrates the theme by closeness
Oak Ridge, Tenn-

currently

reviewing Sewanee's calendar, curriculum,
and degree requirements, all of which are
interrelated.
Paschall pointed out that

Sewanee

Sewanee

would compro-

THE ADMINISTRATION

.

,

Sewanee's faculty is required to do more
teaching than professors at other universities, but not as much research.

The

.

the 1982 World's
Fair in Knoxville is
still unfinished. (Photo
by Jennifer Plant)

four classes and the teaching load from

es

.

Construction on

ing the student course load

to such energy landmarks as

essee Valley Authority (TVA), and University of
Tennessee's Energy research and development

AT PRESENT, 19 countries are signed up to
This includes the European Economic Community, Japan, Republic of Korea,
Mexico, The Peoples Republic of China, and

participate.

Saudi Arabia. In order to provide for some of
the communication needs of the representatives,
a language bank has been set up in Knoxville. It
will be staffed by both volunteers and mercenaries
to serve whatever language needs arise.

Already

have

they

250 people

available

interpreting with 21

translating and

for

languages

represented.

center.

The symbol for the 1982 World's Fair is a
small red flame, representing "energy eternal."
The main purpose of the Fair's exhibitions is to
provide a forum in which ideas and technologies
can be exchanged while synthesizing them with
the culture of the exhibiting country. The views
of energy to be displayed are designed to be

They are also looking for college students to
the hundreds of "on site" jobs that will exist.
Sewanee has been chosen to participate in the
"Jobs 82" program that will recruit people for
the Fair jobs. More information about this will
fill

be given later as it is received by the Careers and
Placement Services.

nee

is very close to the average of total
of hours required.
In order for
the four course load to go into effect, the
number of required courses would have to

number

8Y JUDITH

be dropped.
Paschall feels the positive aspects of
the change would include " more variety

and a more flexible schedule." The change would also give the faculty more time
for

research;

creating

more

published

works from Sewanee.

AT THIS POINT the curriculum committee concludes that there is a high order
of satisfaction among those associated
with the college with the factors that add
to the uniqueness of Sewanee, namely,
the broad base of required classes and the
small class size.

The

earliest the plan

could be put into

the uniqueness of Sewanee, namely,
the broad base of required classes and the
small class size.

to

The
effect

earliest the plan could
is

Paschall.

the

Jorge Bolet gives

be put into
1983-84 school year, said

A.

'first

DOWKER

FROM THE MOMENT

Jorge Bolet walked
knew it was going to be a first-rate
impeccably dressed
performance.
Bolet was
in tails, and his playing was equally flawless.
The first Concert Series performance of the
semester, on Jan. 28 in Guerry Hall, was a brilliant execution by Bolet, a world-renowned piaHe opened with Mendelssohn's passionate
nist.
"Fantasy in F Sharp Minor," followed by the
intense "Fantasy in C Major" by Schumann.
The second part of the concert consisted of
the beautiful and melodious "Five Leider" by
Schubert, and Bolet concluded his performance
with an absolutely incredible rendition of Liszt's
"Mephisto Waltz."
A standing ovation con-

onstage,

I

duced Bolet to give
a

a pleasurable encore.

THIS CONCERT COMMITTEE works to get
variety of performances to come to Sewanee,

but must operate within a limited budget, thus
narrowing their options to only medium price
acts. Some foreigh countries give grants to have
specific bands or companies perform in the United States; thus, said Bernie Ellis (Student As-

performance

rate'

sembly elective to the Concert Committee), it
is often less expensive to get a really good foreign group than an American one, especially in
the field of music. The Concert Committee receives pamphlets from numerous agencies (Columbia Artists Management, for example), and
from these, it tries to get an artist already on
tour,

with

the

biggest

name

possible

within

their budget.

Bolet is head of the piano department at
Curtis Conservatory, one of the most renowned
and respected musical institutions in the music

world today.

BOLET TOLD Ellis that he teaches piano out
of a sense of duty. The real art of piano playing
out) Bolet believes, and if someone
is dying
doesn't pass it on it will be forever gone. To
Bolet personally, the musical image he portrays
is more important than his actual accuracy in
nitting the right keys.

Bolet

is

one who plays with

a "big tone,"

'He plays in a rich and full way that
don't do today." Bolet, after his
performance, said that Sewanee students could
make more perceptive observations about his
music than most students at other schools.

said Ellis,

lots of pianists

3
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Noise level and excessive drinking
concerns lead to massive Pub changes
Rick Jones proposal, video games are believed to add to the "noise level," and consequently can create the same problems as loud
to
tSY

JIM

MORRIS

ing

With regard to the student uproar concernPub changes. Dean Seiters encouraged

"feedback" and stated that the students have
decisions.
a right to question any administrative

THE UNION Advisory Council met on the first
of February, at the request of an administrative
committee, to discuss Pub-related issues, and, as
a result, several changes were made to discourage

These alterations, limitations, and the reasons
behind them are what have led many students to
believe that the University is moving toward

Lytle enlightens

the excessive use of alcoholic beverages.
A memo from Doug Cameron was distributed

Dean Seiters explained that the
"prohibition."
aim of the University administration is to pro-

through the SPO on Feb. 2, which outlined both
actual and proposed alterations. Regarding the
memo, some students have expressed a belief
that the administration has planned a gradual
movement toward "prohibition."
Students may have noticed, upon their return
to the mountain, that the various beer advertisements, in the form of clocks, plaques, and mirrors, have been removed from the Tiger Bay
and because of electrical problems, the Pub was
without music for approximately two weeks.

Sewanee again

vide a place where students can socialize, drink
moderately, and eat, if they choose. He stated

Doug Cameron explained

that the decision to

remove the beer advertisements

also

included

the stipulation that the Pub's music only be
played in the evening, and that it be at a relatively lower volume than last semester.
Other alterations include the elimination of
Beginning next fall,
the Pub's "Happy Hour."
"Happy Hour" will offer food items at reduced
prices; however, beer prices will not be dis-

music.

that he

is

against prohibiting the sale of beer

the Pub, and that there
such a restriction.

According to Dean

Seiters, an educational
freedom of movement,
without the freedom to experience the
decision-making process, the University of the
South would not be an educational institution.

and

"Drinking-related decisions are part of the real
"it's the excesses that the

world," stated Seiters,

administration seeks to discourage, and not the
alcohol."

DEAN SEITERS further explained that the
certain
University is responsible for setting
for aiding
standards, and cannot be responsible
which could lead
in the promotion of alcohol,
to excessive consumption.

THE UNION Advisory Council, which conof two S.A. members, two O.G. members,
the Deans, two College faculty members, one
Seminary students, one Seminary Faculty memsists

ber, and Chaplain Millsaps, has postponed a decision concerning the sale of beer during the
Pub's afternoon hours. Because most students
are either studying, involved in athletics, P.E., or
napping, the Pub has been frequented only by
small crowds in the afternoons.
The postponement was based upon the de-

allow enough time to determine whether
or not there is any abuse of alcoholic beverages
explained that
in the afternoon. Doug Cameron
there seems to have been no "abuse" during the
afternoon hours, very few pitchers of beer having been served, and the "small crowds" have

sire to

mostly consisted to faculty members and Seminarians, who come in for a sandwich and a beer.
The Union Advisory Council also discussed a
proposal by Rick Jones, the University's head
basketball coach, to add the "popular" video
to the Pub, in order to raise money for a
new P. A. system for Juhan Gymnasium. Because of the belief that it would not be in keeping with the atmosphere that the University is
attempting to promote, the video games were
voted against.

games

THE REASONING

behind these various alalterations, and denied

new

based upon studies that
have been published in a student union-related
journal. The studies suggest that the beer adverproposals

is

partially

tisements can act as a incentive to drink, and
that loud music tends to cause some people to
talk less and drink more.
The idea behind the removal of a beer related
"Happy Hour," and the addition of a food-related "Happy Hour" is to prevent beer from
becoming the only item available. With regard

in

no movement toward

institution should allow

counted.

terations, proposed

is

Saving a house

.

.

.

Sewanee volunteer
firemen saved a
house on Morgan 's
Steep Road last
week. It was threatened by a chimney
fire. (Photo b\ John
Ellis)

Andrew

Lytle, author

and teacher,

will

taking a look at the past and the future
series

of

four

lectures are at

All

in

be
a

which began Feb. 9.
4:30 p. m. in Convocation

lectures

and are open to the public.
of the 1930s Agrarian moveis one of only three living members of the 12 Vanderbilt scholars who advocated resistance to the growing Southern industrialization in "I'll Take My Stand."
In the first lecture, "Reflections of a Ghost,"
he will look back to that time 50 years ago and
talk about "what's happened to our Southern
society and to the country as a whole."
The other lectures are "Can You Teach Creative Writing?" on Feb. 16, "Reading James
Joyce's 'The Dead' " on Feb. 23, and "A Reading from 'The Velvet Horn' " on March 2.
Hall

A member

ment, Lytle

1
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hubbub on campus since about the
the acadtime the last Purple came out, most of it over
am afraid that some themic calendar for next year,
more attentings we should have been paying a little bit

ALL OF

IN

the

I

ion to have been slightly overlooked.

Although

I

devoted

calendar controversy,
usion that

come to

have since

I

going to make
what happens.

really isn't

it

space two weeks ago to the

this

difference in the long run

a

the concllot of

whole

now see the situation, am
which
academics will not sufof a few things:
one way or the other, and the rest of the Sewanee

In the light in

I

I

fairly certain

fer

experience

likely to

is

at least slightly mutated.
primary point of argument,

become

social situation here, a

The

am sure of this reasoning
be fatally wounded.
with the Pub changes that have only recently taken
place, it is entirely unreasonable to expect that any
weekend entertainment sponsored by the University
may

I

would have anything to do with the consumption of
And, whether we like it or not, about ninety percent
of the people on this Mountain feel that drinking is the

way

only acceptable

to have fun.

woods

a view of the

BUT, TO GET back to what wanted to write about
when began this column, let's talk about the proposed
I

I

Honor Council trial changes.
At first, the proposal seemed innocuous enough;
dormitory in
it was passed by a huge majority in the
really didn't pay a whole lot of attlive, and
which

(M~e

I

1

AS A FRESHMAN at Sewanee, was significantly
shocked and surprised by the condition of apathy so

drunken

common among

Gailor often hinged

INSTEAD OF

I

The more

thought about

I

it,

though, the more

it

bothered me.

had always heard that college students

Basically, the proposal seems designed to scale the
punishment to the offense, with the general feeling being

Honor Code are not
enough to merit an expulsion. At present, there
two possible endings to an HC trial: acquittal

Well,

militant.

But

student body.

on

-

"non-academic" offenses, sounds

in

first

reading, that

rea-

WHAT

IS

about the changes:

bothei

the five-day

do not think there can be
the Honor Code. No one t

least

nth.

i

honor

-

rigid,

Plastic

There

get hot.

.

.

.

to

it

real voices of

we'd

IS

ONE

The new
warp and curl when things
no gray area when it comes to

some very

activities are offered

HC's

TTtpt

to

tha

tthir

l

they ran for their posts, they

but

h.

the

in

Handbook;

examples of

first

this

new

constructive

steps

to

see

that

alternative

without taking away our freedom

do as we please.
The involvement of

this

change

to

increase

awareness

concerning

the

Equal

Rights

Amendment and the NOW movement as a whole.
And then a lot of us on financial aid were hit

on

•

.

ONE THING THEY
rid

of

what

I

could do

understand

as a

most places

I

think,

"two out

for conviction system and replace

use

,

it

is

to get

increase next year,

slashes

in

aid for struggling college students.

of three" vote

some have accepted

we

considerable protest.

with the rule
country:

it

Although

these changes, others have voiced

This semester appears to be loaded with controversy.

an unanimous vote for expulsion, with a "hung council"
resulting in an acquittal.

The realization that the faculty vote for the five-day
week had gone through - with ease -- was as much as a
shock for many returning students as the mounds of
snow and ice which greeted them. And there were some

in this

Oh, and why do
think that the pressure should
never be let up on the Council members? Because their
jobs are so serious, and so important.
Every decision
they make is and should be crucial to the operation of
I

see 101, page six

vs.

However, others
drunken stupor).
of the honor code to be a
Both sides have also been very vocal
and for a change, students appear to be
a

in

breach

this

issue

other possible problems and have begun to speak up
about there.
It would seem that for most of us, the
goings

on

especially

within

anyone

the

That's

who are
know what

really

within the council?
sure

Honor Council

highly secret.

for those

Who

are

relatively

well and good,

all

not convicted, but does
followed
practices are
there to watch and

is

make

Oh, of course, the

no infractions take place?

deans look over things, but still one can not be sure
that propriety and fairness are at their best during

honor council

sessions.

AND NOT ONLY
given

a

honor council

the

the

but

looking-over,

has

been

Discipline

Almost half of the student body is
not represented on the bodies which are crucial to the
mean by almost half?
lives of all at Sewanee. What do
mean the women on campus. A few people have asked
the question., why is it that they are not present on these

Committee.

.

I

I

governing bodies?

The list could go on but will end with this thought:
was heartening to us at THE PURPLE to get so much
I

require

in jury trials

week

were actually

people

following the outcome with interest.
And a few other students have become aware of

with

seems obvious that
a good many collegiates may have to forego their
rather expensive liberal arts education for state schools
or perhaps for work as a result of the uncompromising
tuition will

And some

serious offense.

seriously

They should never feel bad or guilty about expelling
someone for an offense they do not feel is serious
there are no non-serious breaches of the Honor Code

in

issue of the five-day

becoming heated about their cause. Signs were posted
around campus telling people to let their Student
Assembly representatives know their feelings about the
issue. Some more humorous ones were to be discovered
including one that read, "On the seventh day (even) he
rested," sort of misquote from Genesis.
Voices of concern have been heard on both sides of
The honor council is
the issue and there are more.
asking for some changes concerning violations which
they consider to be minor (such as leaving the Pub

unknown and
a

I.

at least implicitly

stated their devotion to the concept of honor as defined

by the student body

at

good many men and women
students in NOW has also been a distinct move away
from another area often surrounded by general apathy the rights of all people. Although there have been some
jeers and sneers about the NOW group, it has done

i

-

real-

Or

and tribulations of. another
Sewanee, discussion in

trials

night

on the

week.

six-day

the

the

Saturday

with a mug
consider any

of the

breaking, but never bending.

is

particu-

not yet

on campus.

like to think so.

starts to
really

who had

a voice

awakening. Those involved in CARE are all student
leaders -- concerned students - who realize that there
may very well be some problems up here with social life
and the predominance of alcohol. And they are taking

things are either wrong, or they are right.

When

too far
been pleased

bit

some

week controversy although that

we do indeed have

CARE

thai

The proposed change would take an Honor Code
which is, at present, made of thin and brittle glass, and
replace it with one of clear plastic. The former Code
version?

a

I've

or not,

did serve to spark those

ized that

I

would stand

going

that's

sophomore,

Yes, believe

don't think this began just recently with the six-day

1

vs.

is.

lar issue

HERE

maybe

year, as a

this

of probation, the penalty proposed as

One semester
possibility

sonable

general were

note some heartening changes taking place within the

are only

a

in

I

misguided, highly opinionated and sometimes

radical,

that "small" offenses against the
serious

majority of the students here.

a large

grumbles which rose to heated discussions which in
turn brought about some organization and campaigning
for different viewpoints.

It

response from our readers.

We

comments both
alike. And we

received

good and bad from students and teachers

have tried to include a bit of controsome are in
versy, and we have gotten a response
agreement, some disagree, but the awareness is what's
listened.

Yes,

we

.

.

.

see a view, page seven
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know

Susan Chenault
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we

stand

that

I

A

night of Jan. 26.

large portion of his message, the

letter read, "will relate to federal budget cuts and, unfortunately, financial aid is one ot his top priorities for
these cuts.
Beginning at 1 p.m. on Wednesday after-

noon,

Paul Bonovich

where

Jan. 26, several students

may have been
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Jennifer Plant

I

we

an. 27,

number

are asking a

of students to

come by

the Financial Aid Office to place a call to the
White House. This call will be for the purpose of registering your concern to the President. Since you have
benefitted from these programs in the past, we wanted
you to be counted.
will discuss in a moment,
For reasons that
had predetermined not to respond to the letter;
vious commitments at the appointed time anyway.
On Feb 1, received a rather terse note from the
I

I

I

Sometimes, the decisions that go along with
putting out a newspaper are painful enough to
make an editor wish they could be ignored.
Unfortunately, they never can be.
For this issue of the Purple, our main story
was to focus on some alleged improprieties in
the operation of the Honor Council and some
charges that arose out of the incident.
.

But certain events took that story right
of our control, and a talk with Dean
Brown Patterson Wednesday afternoon helped
us to make the decision to hold off on the
out

caused an investigation and special hearing
that otherwise would probably never have
But the fact that it took
come about.
such a push to get the wheels of justice turning makes us wonder about the health of our

system of courts in this University.
Although the Student Assembly ignored
it, a
special committee made up of SA and
Order of Gownsmen members is studying an
overall change in the way our Honor Code is
It could go even farther
being implemented.
than the procedural change suggested by the
which many students feel,
Council itself
by the way, should require a Constitutional
referendum for enactment.
We feel that some changes should be made,
if the stories like the ones being considered by
.

story.

conflict was this:
should we be more
to our obligation to inform the public,
should we be careful that our influence
as a newspaper is not used to embarass a rather prominent student?
We, are glad, however, that a very thourinvestigation
ough
by a Purple reporter

The

loyal

or

a

special

.

council

.

right

now

Dean

continue.

Patterson seemed to agree.
Sometimes change is needed.

I

Office stating that "we are disappointed that you
did not take the time to respond to our letter concerning the phone call to Washington." The sheer

both

of

audacity

become

has

of

letters

The outrageously

me

left

shell-

Aid

Financial

the

Office

organization

lobbying

full-fledged

a

economic program.

against the President's

is

these

Apparently,

shocked.

partisan nature of the first letter

Notice the phrase "registering

rather shocking.

it hardly implies that anyone would
disposed or that anyone so disposed
would be welcome to use the phone. Notice the
word "unfortunately" with respect to cuts in financial aid; this hardly implies that anyone could be for

your concern";
be favorably

Notice the phrase "we are asking";

them.

hardly

it

implies that the student written has any choice in

the matter.

THIS PALPABLY

negligent action of the FinAid Office takes on more significance when
Sewanee student, of whatever political
persuasion, realizes that he is paying for the lobbyThe paper used in mailing out
ing organization.
ancial

the average

The things you
paper

.

.

putting out a news-

learn

-.

seems that we are destined here at The
Purple to find out more about ourselves with
each paper we put out even more than about
It

What we want to do is excite the public opinion about various things. We could not care less
whether you agree with us or not, just as long as
you do one or the other.

And

-

we

those subjects

run along the

pinko-liberal"' variety

"left-wing

when

their

common
Commie-

-

names

are

men-

tioned by those who discuss politics on a regular
basis with them, found out from a certain professor that their publication was "more rightwing that anything but the Chicago Tribune."
Talk about being rather surprised.
All in all, we must admit, the response to our
.

first
.

issue has

been rather good.

is

another point, although

it

is

ac-

more of a request: if you disagree with
what we say, let us know. Let the public know.
Take the risk of publishing your opinions for all
to read. As long as they are intelligently written
tually

investigate.

For instance, both editors, whose
epithets

here

determine, non-libelous, we
will print them. Verbatim.
We certaimly wish to express our point of
view on our editorial pages, but even more we
wish to present both sides of any issue. In some

and

as far as

we can

.

We

are

proud

both_.o_f_th.e-way-itJook.ecLapcl oi.its content, as_
Most of the negative things we heard
a whole.

about the
(by ear and word of mouth)
Purple were, shock of shocks, uttered by faculty
members who took issue with the general stand
of the editorial page agianst changing the six-day
said

As a matter of fact, in the same
calenday.
breath with the above quotation, we found out
we had a "worst and most biased" publication.

that should be done in a single news
It should not be done in an "opinion"
column. No qneever wrote an exciting articje
with any "then again" clauses.
cases,

story.

Letters to the editor are a valuable part of
any newspaper's appeal, and we want them as

any other paper probably more, as
a matter fact. We do not edit them for any except one thing, and that is libel. If what you
as

much

as

-

in
is slanderous, then we could probably get
plenty of trouble for printing it, and our desire
for differences of opinion doesn't go quite that

say

political appeal was partially paid for by the
Sewanee student, the labor it took to produce it
was partially paid for by the Sewanee student, the
official
University phone was used for lobbying,
(partially paid for by the Sewanee students), and,
incredibly enough. University staff was in charge

this

whole

of the

for

Frankly we
way.

feels that

that editorials are supposed to be
No one rails at
biased, by their very nature.
George Will for telling his opinions in any of the

Point one

is

various places they are printed, and even Jann
Wenner speaks hes piece in his own journal.

far.

As we have emphasized before, although perhaps not quite often enough, this is your paper.
The editorial staff is here to manage your contributions to it. If you don't think an issue has
been treated fairly, tell us. We cant promise we
will agree with you, but we will listen.

It

opinions,

political

an abhorrent misuse of

is

simply and absolutely into use funding, par-

is

University

this

Sewanee student of varying

paid for by the

tially

delve

to

into national

politics

Granted, the funds spoken of
are minimal, but then again, this is not a quantiIt is an injustice to those students
tative matter.
not
feel
as
the University does on cerwho do

on

a

tain

partisan basis.

fact,

to

issues

blatentty

disappointment,

talked

rather

about

to

has

ones,

liberal

money

Not one

reasons.

have

I

tuition

their

use

political

that

excepting

failed

outrage,

for such

student"," in

incident,

this

to

express

this

at

his

aspect

ot

the matter.

me and

The nature of the document sent to
other students

made

it

clear that there was, indeed,

only one side to this issue and that
take

the

cannot

but

protest

after

all,

was

right to

Office.

financial

students

aid

"We

imply choice.

are asking," does
There seemed to be

only one thing to say on the phone once
rived

at the

received

The second

Office.

implied

that
\

I,

One

outright

the

against

used on

pressure

with regard to this action.
not,

it

promoted by the

position

help

invidious

are not even sorry that anyone

This

affair!

funds.

University

excusible

you

ar-

terse note that
dependent on them for

see

On

the

I

right,

page 14
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sends thanks

and change for fear of upsetting tradition, we are exchanging freedom for an abstraction that is worthless in
comparison.
don't know who is going to stay on campus on
Saturdays next year and who isn't, but if everyone who
on campus
is now yelling about people leaving will stay

• • •

Dear Editor,

Seniors asked
to organize ...

I

I

WOULD

take this opportunity to
like
to
mv appreciation to the many people
helped with the Mid South Wrestling Tournament
past weekend. A complete list is impossible, but

express publically

who

themselves,

A special note of
certainly grateful to all of you.
thanks should go to the Theta Pi Sorority who dragged
themselves out of bet at 8 a.m. on a Saturday study day
Owen Lipscomb,
clocks.
and
to work the scoring tables

Thanks

a success.

of

WELL SENIORS,

school.

a suitcase

old system, which

is

in

To

class agent,

would

manner that

order to do

In

I

this,

I

will

like to

we keep

need your

Getting ourselves organized now will save us the
"hassle" of trying to find everyone after we all head our

separate

ways

in

June.

have randomly selected a group of people
do not
be able to reach everyone. However,
exclude anyone who would be interested in
to any senior to join us at a brief organizational
Thursday. February 11, in Convocation Hall

find out,

feel will

t

I

want to

I

sure do

appreciate the help.

close contact.

It w

drav

is

of us will be joining the

all

help.

naturally a scary process,

might actually turn out for the better.
however, we'll have to try it.

the time

before

longer

see us organize ourselves in such a

I

ing the

much

Alumni Association. As your

unde.

us
:

Fleming, Carol Killebrew. Scott Ensor,
Greg Worsowicz Tim Tenhet, Les Dearing and the many
others made the 1982 Mid South Wrestling Tournament
I

NONE

by pretend to
duddies have even tried the 5-day week.
know which system works best? Without going into the
advantages of a 5-day week or a 6-day week, which seem
would like to say that changto cancel each other out,

Jm

again for a great job, and

hardly turn into

be

am

Chris Wilson,

we can

BESIDES,

I

this

ely.

helping

meeting
at 6:30

p.m. We will be talking about a number of things including generating support for Sewanee (financial or other-

Sincerely,

AN!
101

Wres

from our

class.

from four

Five-day
fudd>Mluddies

this University.

usually consider myself reasonalby progressive, but
don't see any need to change something that works as
we have now should. Why
I

I

. . •

well as the simple system

CHIP

MANNING

IF

THEY DO

the waters? Why put in a loophole? Why should
lying and stealing be seen as less offensive to the Honor
Code than cheating (for this is what the very nature of

muddy
Dear Editor,

THE WHOLE
mind
ists

student body seems to have closed its
bunch of Bible-pounding evangel-

to change, like a

who won't

listen.

If

the value of Sewanee depends

on a certain tradition for us, as some people's religion
depends upon how literally the Bible is interpreted, then
perhaps Sewanee has no value after all. And that simply
.elf,

for

it

gives everyday

Located

In

Hillbilly Village-

I

will

emphasize, although

is

)ntract

should not be
I

is

not uphold that agreen lent, then the
broken and they should be de Hived of their

iveleges as stated in the contract

just think

wm

HIGHFLYING CAREER
AS A FLIGHT OFFICER.
Ue

of the

IliRlit officer,

,\V,,

IVht

you'll he rvspiim

„lli,'ei.

vnull he

(jain early rei|Hinsiliility.
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that
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NOW debate (continued)

step

No one

building awareness.

is

expects

<

or interested prospective to walk in fully equipped with
the facts.
We hope to provide information for better
perspective and understanding, to help each other

t

Edit

was present as a guest at the N.O'. A meeting
Where Michael McHale offered to debate the E.R.A., and
agree with his description of the discussion as "open."
But his ears were not, or perhaps he would rather not
remember what happened.
who raised the issue of experience in forum
It was
I

ALSO

I

I

and practice needed to participate successfully in
on such an important issue as the
implied that members of N.O.W. who are
unskilled in the techniques of debate had skill enough to
"match" your own. Yet the representatives of your organization who were at our meeting seemed less than
of skill

ize

a debate, especially

pertinent issues.

ERA? You

knowledge

enthusiastic

when we

suggested that

who founded

year law student

we

haps he forgets that he himself came closer than anyone
at that meeting to that "emotional tirate" he conjures

time to examine what N.O.W. stands
for.
N.O.W. is an action organization which works in
every aspect to bring an end to sexism and attain equality for women.
When such goals have been reached,
will GLADLY put aside my "cute" campaign buttons
and instead wear my new position as equal in society.
Until that time, unfortunately,
must rely on such efforts to reform the ignorance of our society.

I

up. He was quick enough to cry "foul" on the "irrelevant" issue of skill when an alumna in her second year
of law school was mentioned as a possible opponent!

THE N.O.W. chapter accepted Mr. McHale's offer
under clarified conditions of parity, and his implications of cuteness, frivolity, and hysteria are inexcusable
in a guest who was treated with the dignity and graciousness of

which

was

I

a

there are

in

the debate.

members

know what

not

I

AGREE,

of the

debating

it

us

we do not

We

profess having a liturgy.

are

in having diversity and differing opinions among
our exploration of different means to achieve our

in

You were not wrong about N.O.W. having

Could it be, Mr. McHale, that
Sewanee Debate Team who do

is all

util-

dealing with these

goals.

our organization to rep-

resent us

I

Furthermore,

when

To condemn or ridicule for lack of
not only self-defeating but also absurd.

is

fortunate

ask the second-

followed the discussion attentively.
and so
was amused to see he
Michael took the position which
took again, with considerably more heat, in the^'an. 28
matters
not when one is informed. PerPurple, that skill
debate,

our knowledge responsibly

we

context,

original
far as

Sandy

Placing

aspect.

about?

any

a social

words back into

Feinstein's
are

their

organization just as

a social

organization

political

one.

a social

is

It

is

doubtful that anyone would join our chapter merely for
this aspect.
There are more than a sufficient number of

IS

social

organizations

campus without including

on

this

iat

we can

N.O.W. among them.

I

after
*ith

I

goals.

We

\

who

the concerned and helpful people

SUSAN

L.

GOEN

assure you,

denotes."

witness.

we
By

fully

your

I

letter,

you provided

clear evidence of

the

prevalent atmosphere of our chapter of

initially hesitated.

a

debate.

Your rhetoric

For

reason

this

indicates that

we

you have

not taken our chapter of N.O.W. seriously and have

al-

a little more
your concern and would like

ready categorized us as inefficient. Please be

open-minded.
appreciate
to see your interest in us directed
I

in a positive

way.

AS THE newly elected president of the Sewanee
Chapter of the National Organization' for Women (not of
Women), would like to take this space to address the
appeared in
letter written by Michael J. McHale which

N.O.W. is one of confusion, and that we do not know
what we are about. Particularly interesting is your assumDtion of superior knowledge and insight. By whose standards do you base your judgements? Are you not making

the last issue of the Purple

* risky generalization after speaking to only one, or per-

from four

to this university to "expand" my "intellectual parameters" and believe me, I
recognize ignorance when it is staring me in the face.

haps two members of N.O.W.? And cannot this general
Criticism be applied to almost any organization? We are
a group of women and men with a common concern and
anxiety for the equality of rights in our country. We ask

So, this is just to say "keep it up." As long as we as
students prove that we're aware of the issue and capable

I

Yes, Mr. McHale,

came

I

Your letter made me realize just how much ignorance
can abound in as small a community as Sewanee.
The reason N.O.W. is in existence is to rid the world
women in
of ignorance when it comes to the position of
of
our society. Very few people know the simple text

Amendment.

Perhaps if
more people would take time to read the proposed
amendment, our organization would not have such a

the proposed

Equal

Rights

hard time fighting to get

PERHAPS
organization

it

ratified.

there are, as

who

are not

on which N.O.W. takes

you

say,

members

informed on

a stand.

I

all

of our

of the issues

sincerely doubt,

how-

ever, that there are

or even any

mem-

ber at

basic issues

which

all

"many" members,
who does not know the two
top

are currently our

and the

ERA

priorities (ratification of the

women
Anyone who has
right of

to control their reproductive

gone to even a single meeting
this out
(even you, Mr. McHale) would be able to figure
simply from the course of discussion.
lives).

We

understand that, as you say, the Equal Rights
Amendment, stating, simply, "Equality of rights under
the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United

Bahia Yackzan

a view

of voicing our opinions in a mature, intelligent

can continue to have equal parley
change so evident at Sewanee this year.

we

all

OH,

AND BY THE WAY,

remember the

manner,

the rapid

in

signs

about

the meeting for those who are "mad" about the changes
attended the
and actions of the administration?
meeting out of, for the most part, a sense of curiousity.
I

on account of sex," is in perilous
obviously one of our major concerns at the
our members do not
is true that some of

States or by any state
straits

and

moment.

is

It

have the necessary information to undertake "a serious
presentation of the factual proponents of the women's
movement." Nor do we deny that the Sewanee chapter
is

not abounding with articulate, skilled speakers. But
how many Americans can reiterate the wording
amendments? How many can

I

was one of the

of

the

issues,

of the four basic freedom

them? ProbBut every American knows the

not very many.

Sewanee

are

not getting

it would seem,
becoming aware

mad about them.

PAB Pawn

Salvage -Ajnci
Sloop

articulately express their understanding of

ably

they're

Perhaps next year.

So,

five people there.

that while the students at

I

6sk you,

We

Buy,

Sell

and Trade Public Square, Winchester

basic tenets of those freedoms.

TOLERANCE
ation.
e just

N.O.W. will gladly join the debate team in a forum
debate on the Equal Rights Amendment. In fact, feel
bringing this issue to the public can only help us in our
Our
efforts to educate this community in our goals.
single reservation is the lack of our members' experience

IS

A

very important part of the organ

We
One of our functions is to inform memb
beginning here at Sewanee, since the time of ou
lent towards the end of last semester. The firs

m

sine

suppLy

I

in

the area of debate,

NOT

in

the area of knowing where

our organization stands on issues. You have taken the
fact that we do not have very many experienced debaters among our ranks and twisted it to the point where

COLLEGE REP WANTED

to:

Will

you

tell

me

between two

that there

is

MATCHED

sides."

not a considerable amount

TIME

INC.

Good income, no
For information and application write
COLLEGE BUREAU, 251 Glenwood
NC 28115.

University Market

Drive, Mooresville,

Video Gaines

Now

At:

'MUNCHIES ' KEG BEER AVAILABLE
•SCHOOL SUPPLIES "KITCHEN ITEMS
•DIETETIC FOODS "CHECKS CASHED
Hub Hawkins

lays, "This

The mora you shop

HAPPY HOUR
MON., TUES., WED., and FRI.
5:00 to 6:00
all

day

WED. - 25 cents off

your

store.

mora you

save.

UNIVERSITY CHARGE" CARD WELCOMED

import beer

Sandwiches, soups, quiche, desserts

is

here, the

We am here for the students' needs.
If we don't have it, we will gat it for y out

THURSDAY 4:00 to 7:00

I

sion of a proposition

to distribute 'Student Rate'

subscription cards at this campus.
selling involved.

you expressed that "many professed members of
N.O.W." are not informed on the basic issues that conHow many members did you
cern the organization.
question before you came to this conclusion?
At the meeting you said it would not be hard for
any of our members who are informed on N.O.W. 's
stance to take a side opposite members of Sewanee's
recall, you (or the other member of
debate team. As
your organization who was with you) said it was simply
New Collega matter of presenting the facts. Webster's
iate Dictionary defines a debate as "a regulated discus-

I

recognize "what this membership

be likely to pull out during
IS IN response to Michael J. McHale's letter in
week's Purple. You're right, Mike, now is the time
for examination, and I'm glad you attempted it.
am puzzled by your unsupported assertions, by the

THIS

last

that

And

join us.

the types of cheap, unfounded assertions that you would

Dear Editor,

idea

employing

realistically do,

11:30am

FRESH SHRIMP TUES: NIGHTS

-

12pH

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
7 A.M.

til

9 P.M.

The Sewanee Purple

On splitting your fare
WHEN
everyone

I

was
duty

the service

in

middle

in

—

serving four years of

—

along

I,

was under

with

several stand-

Most had to

ing orders as regarded military etiquette.

do with

dress codes, forms of address, the usual riga-

marole of due "respect for people, places, and things."
One of the most objectionable rules had to obey,
however, had to do with being as rude as one possibly

to

world

(civilian life; that

nel

in

public

:

it

required that

all

military person-

keep their eyes trained on each approaching car

as

1

consternation,

the

curiosity

militaristic

At

at

first,

I

for

some

in

is.

..the regulation

public has been off the

years now); for,

if

the ambulatory per-

was supposed

car, said personnel

the passing

in

to salute that officer

stantly.

Asrnu.

keep peering into

to

it

ably.

Villains

wh

often publicly castigated, so

uncouth notion
thoughts even now.

npolite,

my
NOT ONLY

did

I

I

could imagine,

I

is

the focus

practice that rule fastidiously while

it

I

was

to stare

nplr

for

ii.i.l.<

M.»h

I

It
I

emwas

Old upbringings die hard. In a little
began to revel in my new-found ab-

ility to make people respond to me.
It was obvious:
if
stared hard and openly enough, they would stare
back at me.
In their eyes, whoever Iwas,
existed.
At that point, had them at my mercy.
Once
had their attention,
realized,
could influence the way they felt when they left me and drove
on to someplace else, their destination. So, being the
nice guy that
like to think
am,
decided to try to
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

make them happy, if only for a
the best way to do that was to

brief instant.
stare,

Thus,

stare, stare at

them until they looked at me. Then, the moment they
looked at me, however furtively, I'd smile, nod, and
sometimes even wave
if waving back wouldn't put

—

they'd

return

the

much

danger.

gestures,

the

\\

THAT REMARKABLE

exchange impressed me so
much that still pursue it and its delightful rewards to
this day.
And the trick still works
in most places.
Why, in most places,
can wave at someone, a perfect
stranger, and they'll smile and wave -back. Even if I'm
driving and they're walking, it works.
It's astounding.
It doesn't involve any conversation, unless you yell out
"HELLO!" at the top of your lungs, and it doesn't
thank-you
proper.
All it takes is
require any
notes to be
you
a nice, friendly wave, and you've got to smile
know, kind of split your face in half at the teeth, and
it's all over, for your part.
Then it's up to the other

—

I

I

—

,1

faces.'

barrassed me, then, to cause people to feel like

their driving into too

COWAN CAFE

HAD
I

I

I

just

I

still,

cars.

overwhelmed me, maybe

I

that barbaric regulati

is

performed

f

said

voyeurism, but

with somewhat offended looks on their

while, however,

books

invasion of privacy, but,

to

suppose the waves, even nods, were only

which

requires walking backwards

rejoined the real

euphemism we used
it was a "bad" prac-

And you know what?
still made
some of the occupants in the cars, but they

staring at them.

of the road (facing traffic, that

I

a little

into passing cars.

motions

they (the personnel, not the cars) walked along the side

sonnel spotted an officer of higher rank

me

something inside
guess

after

was

realized innately that

still

somewhat akin

simply

I

could be

my

retained that well-heeled habit,

I

much

tice,

Georgia

else in the military,

but

service,

to use).

Dear Editor:

hazardous

the

in

Most of the time,
expressions,

the

shared emotion.
All of which seemed to me simply
amazing:
in one brief instant, people I'd never seen
before and whom I'd never see again had shared a good

The problem
the

first place,

know about
know they
I

I've

sounds corny
it's

this

in

splitting the face action.
it

repeatedly and

mean NO, response, It's downright
waved at countless students, nodded at
and you'd think
was invisible.
It
I

faculty,

several

ture,

and the reason I'm writing

waving and

don't, 'cause I've tried

have gotten no,
bizarre!

is,

people up here on the Mountain don't

is

this

—

I

okay,

harmless

—

I

admit
and it

it.

But

feels

it's

a simple ges-

better than you'd

believe.

Of course,
tant.

like anything else, timing is very imporFor instance, for the first few days of the semes-

ter, when the high temperature was barely in the teens,
when there were piles of snow and heaps of clouds,
when everything was so gloomy. ..then was the time to

try this marvelous trick with strangers, it's most effective then, in that kind of weather, which is why timing is
soooo important.
Hey, anybody can do it when it's
gorgeous and sunny and the first day of vacation. It's
easy to smile then. The split faces in adverse conditions,
though, they're the ones which show a little care for

others.

see 'on splitting, page 17
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Luck was

sole

YOU WANTED

closed

IF

study carrel
semester but were
unable to obtain one,
you are not alone.
This semester the

five

up was done

feel

closed

a

this

carrel sign

than

differently

last

and

path to closed carrels in library
spaces,

carrel

two
30

carrel

Ms. Davis and
most of the students
has heard from

spaces.

to rights for a closed
There has also
carrel.

been

that

this
is

lottery

fair.

crease

She

definite

a
in

the

demand

this

For

the

point
possible

this

semester
come

place to find a typical

no closed

Sewanee student, it
has become one of the

1} lottery 2) first
first

serve 3)

carrels

months to find out
what the majority of
At
students want.

in-

for closed carrels.

reason, she plans

to run a survey within
next couple of
the

justification

strong

she

method

this

that every class has a

carrel spaces,

open

acknowledged

also

centers of the
Because of
the noise level in
the library has become

If you want to find
someone would you

social

Gailor or the
library first? Since the

this,

look

these are
choices:

open.

-all

in

library

is

a

common

campus.

a

problem

semester's sign up was

This semester
who
students

done.
all

wanted
a

1JJ.

a carrel signed

Names

for one.

list

f^ojl^l. Tuesday

numbers

and

drawn

were
the 154

for

closed

carrel

Since there were 179
names on the list,
people
that,
some
wanted a carrel did not
Also, only
get one.
about one-half of the
students were here at
the time of the sign
up because of the
bad weather. This lottery method of carrel
signup only required
10 to 15 minutes of
the student as opposed
to waiting one to three

hours

in

Pee<o\eS

Tkor*aS

KoUer

Niamey

RokTf-ikS

(Sucey

CWriS

Bishop

MorHv
D a.« id

2

:

Rob

"
ScWw>~~

/^or+W

Rob
SVtf We-rd
I

.^..fiMhesif.
To*** <=-*<,

oi^i

Co" 3 er

3o

CooAc

6eW

"Sue

tiff

M

icki

carrels

Originally,

VJa-lsV\

Scoff
S Vanity

DtbWe
Boba.ck

Todd

6o/yv.o.r

G-reg

H ecM

noon
1

jWy

D. Do-vis

I

llioo-

Sa+urJa-y^ Sonda-Y

Friday

PWV'.ps

Nelsor\
P«.v.d

Wes+lirt.g

the past.

Ropor

G-eor-ge.

SrtvJO-b

Persons

Gfroerer

Troy

S+offord

Students

ter's rights.

put their books in the
wanted.
carrel
they
This way seemed un-

Pc+C

&rav>g«- r
f/\a.rcVit**.r\

the students
early to

fair since

ROAJC"

J.

RicWoj-d

"fkw-sdo-y
B.

HorKord

were done by squat-

who

Wednesda-y

A«dy

k«.«t

spaces.

R

(3

arrived

Kitr«LW

ifia.Vvi.i

-54-

put
I*

t>arde.r\

campus had an adThen the
vantage.
method of waiting in
line to sign up was
the

used

until

last

TWowp«or\

LovJ

<5-fro^d

The main problem
"first come
serve"
method

ter.

S+ewe-r+

lAlaw

Willi***

semes-

with this
first

was that
a

line

JoY,v\

Barry

So*ier\f!He
of

I&SS
yso«
e, r

approxima-

300 people

tely

CV\ica^o

SympWoAy

nfCf'fiTiZjf'

resulted in

it

ma-rK

Marsha-

1

JoW^
&ir*f

(eioejro-ss)

OrcYiesVra.

it&V
Sew<u»ee
Live.
'.

wait-

ing in the night study
area.

Also, registration

was

a

some

conflict

with

students

who

Te-ral d

Jlv« ViA.

CWery

wanted a carrel but
class
schedule
had
problems to clear with

Popp

the registrar's office.

Daui'd

r\o^\e.

Rot

K)
I

icWoUol

vJa-Mt)

<

L)ou<j

Dixie

MS.

DAVIS,

fucker

Hooves

ko-Hkav-f

ordir

fV\orc-WC

Lee
Troy

public
there's

plained

that

just

enough space

money

for

more

However, she

carrels.

was able to acquire
two carrels from the
academy for comping
seniors who came to
talk

to her about the

situation.

Now

there are 154

12*oc

mid.

Paul
<iWofX

*
Julie

vTc
Stftc?
T W* oA

fafP

m mw

"m

—
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Though heavy and ungainly, University's
academic gowns remain anchored deeply
dY JOANNE RAULERSON

re-establish the use of the

academic gown

terned after the European style.

THEY HAVE BEEN
long as
It

is

said that they

make

original vice-chancellor's

the vice-chancellor's
from that school to Sewanee. Unfortunately, it
was destroyed in a fire, but the one in use now

excellent raincoats,

connected with the
Sewanee weather's tendency toward rain. But
why insist on wearing a raincoat whose style is
such that it is constantly getting caught on
something?
The answer to this question is simply that
so perhaps their longevity

practicality

is

demic gown.

is

continues the design.
There is, however, a difference between the
Cambridge and Oxford use of the gown and
Sewanee's. Unlike students of the two English
schools, Sewanee students wear a black gown
that is identical to a B.A. gown. Why this was
adopted in preference to the English "undergraduate" gown is not known.
.

not the basis for the Sewanee acaThe beginnings of this garment

reach behind the founding of this institution
back to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

UNTIL THIS CENTURY, Sewartee was-the
only American school that made extensive use
of the gown. But the long and admirable reign
of Queen Victoria brought English tradition
back into style. Gothic mansions appeared in
America's neighborhoods along with academic
gowns in America's institutions.
Seeing a potential profit, an organization of
America! tailors decided to standardize the
American academic gown.
In this system, all
schools are given the same cut of gown for each
level in a discipline. The type of degree is symbolized by the length and shape of the hood.
The exterior color of the hood tells the subject.

YOU CAN,

find your mental notes from
freshman history class.
Somewhere,
crammed between English 101 and your first
party weekend, you should remember the fact
that institutions of learning were established in
the 1300 and 1400's by the only members of
the society that were literate
the clergy.
IF

your

—

Like

all

other

members of medieval

these people dressed

in

a

society,

costume symbolizing

Accordingly, those that attended the universitites distinguished themselves by
the customary long robe.
their profession.

As the secular section of society began to
ter the colleges, the clergymen,

instructors, kept their long

still

of their authority and position.

So

en-

The

serving as

garments as

a

symbol

Eventually, such medieval establishments as

Cambridge and Oxford ceased to be run directly
by the church, but the idea of academicjgowns

of importance, the

professors would wear their ceremonial gowns.
The gowns were much like those worn by Sewanee's professors on Convocation Day. In class,
the professors would don their everyday B.A. or
M.S. gown, while the students wore either a full
length (top students) or waist length {common-

TO THIS DAY,
from

the

American revolution, the

institutions turned their backs on the
hierarchical structure of the European learning

degrees!

not put into practice. To stress an English backdefinitely not in style.

even
IT WAS JUST as anti-British prejudice was
fading that Sewanee was struggling to make a
start.
In the original plans for the college, no
.

.

.

Dr. Robert Benson models here the two
models of gowns worn by Sewanee professo.
At top, Benson sticks in his pipe, puts on hu
growchy face, and the other things that go
with another class- including torn chalkstained gown. At bottom, Benson grins
as
he shows off his "convocation model"used only for special occasions. (Photo
by John Ellis)

for

Sewanee
It

is

commencement,

ors.

"After

about eight students.

on

of

one, "it keeps chalk dust
But, truly, the reasons run

THE SEWANEE PROFESSOR, when

he puts

a gown, has become the mediator for an institution larger than himself. It is an outward and

this

In gratitude to the British universities,
Dr.
William Porcher DuBose suggested that Sewanee

is

all," said

off your jacket."

deeper than than.

time that the University
received its greatest help from Cambridge and
Oxford. Sewanee was designed to be the one
University of the South, and these institution*!.'
were glad to lend a hand.

the wearer

remarkable that the Sewanee

has lasted this long.
It is one tradition
that has never been challenged by the profess-

charter allowed only ten years for its funding,
was delayed. Sewanee, in desperation to meet
this deadline, opened with a grand total of

was during

if

training.

really quite

gown

academic gowns were mentioned. Whether they
were intended is not known. Then the Civil War
erupted. The opening of the university, whose

It

are different

The University of the South is the only
in America whose students and teachers
wear gowns to class regularly. One can see by
the ease with which they are worn that Sewanee
feels comfortable with this long standing tradition. Sewanee gowns are always left unzipped,

grown was

Presto changes

Sewanee hoods

the nation, both in cut and in
hood's exterior and interior

school

want academic
Therefore, the receiving of gowns was

(Jefferson didn't even
}

in

A Sewanee

colors signify the degree, while a small purple
piping tells of the Sewanee origin.

early

American
process.

others

all

color.

gown.

After

early

other schools had already requested the university's purple and gold. In such a case, the first
school received one chevron, and the second,
two.
Sewanee would have had to use three.
Not liking the idea of being third in line and the
possibility of a zebra effect, Sewanee rejected
the standardization.

persisted.

ers)

has one backbround color and a

1900's, Sewanee drew up a
committee to decide whether or not to go along
with the standardized gown system. By the time
the committee had decided to act on it, two

the

In

community.

TO ALL OCCASIONS

interior

chevron identifying the school.

also did the

secular students, as a symbol of their belonging

to the academic

pat-

In fact, the

gown was a replica of
gown of Cambridge, a gift

on this mountain for as
anyone here can remember.

an inward link with centuries of
devotion to the liberal arts.
The student that receives his gown is being
visible sign of

1

told that he, too,

is

living

up

to the tradition.

see

Gowns, page 11
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MONTEAGLE ASSEMBLY:
100-year constant atop a mountain of constant changes

a

BY KATHY FERGUSON

WHEN A VISITOR enters the Monteagle
Assembly, he may feel as though he has stepped
out of a time maching and has entered a world
of the past.

a private, quiet place, charac-

It is

by 1900-style architecture, narrow roads,
and wooden bridges. Approximately 140 houses
terized

are

in

tincitve

the community; each has its own discharacter and many have their own
"Heaven Can Wait,'

distinctive names, such as.

"Clipt Wing," and "The WigWam."
The visitor would be terribly mistaken if he
came to the conclusion that the Assembly is a
sort of museum piece, however; its homes are
still inhabited, though many of the inhabitants

"Linger Longer,

'

only spend their summers in the community,
and its members are preparing to celebrate its
1 00th anniversary this year.
The Monteagle Sunday School Assembly
(its official name) is an historical community
In
located in a 100-acre area of Monteagle.

1874
state
later

a community was established in New York
upon which the Monteagle Assembly was
modeled. This earlier assembly, the Lake

Chautauqua Association, was established for the
purpose of training Sunday School teachers.
However, it soon became a cultural and intellectual center as well, sponsoring lectures and
concerts, and creating a religious and cultural
movement that lasted through the early twen-

Assembly

.

.

Known as "Chataqua of the South", this
gate opens the road toward the Monteagle
Assembly. It was, for a time, a real cultural

intellectual center, those who have liued
there for years say. (Photo by John Ellis)

and

tieth century.

A GROUP OF
including

religious

and cultural leaders,
several denomina-

churchmen from

tions, decided to establish a similar

community

in the South, and due to the generous donation
of a 100 acre area by a Mr. Moffat, they decided
to build the nondenominational community in

Monteagle.

As stated

in

THE MONTEAGLE ANNUAL

of 1886, the purpose of this organization was
"...to furnigh a summer resort free from frivolity and dissipation, and at the same time furnish
entertainment, instruction, and recreation of the

most

refining and elevating character."

For a

time, indeed, this "Chautauqua of the South"
was a real cultural and intellectual center, but it

eventually was overshadowed as such a center by
both the University of the South and the University of Tennessee summer school.
Today, it has more of the character of a sum-

mer resort, although its inhabitants still enjoy a
wide variety of concerts, lectures, and other programs. Daycamps are run and staffed by teenagers, and some people who do not own Assembly property rent cottages for the summer.

Gowns

...

from ten
helping to maintain the standards of the
liberal arts, and to preserve and continue the
He
past that makes the present Sewanee.

He

is

should wear that

gown with

pride.

GRANTED, THEY DO make
a heritage that

excellent rain-

make an even better symbol of
should never be forgotten.

coats, but they

is

One of the Assembly's special characteristics
the fact that many of its houses have been
inhabited by several generations of

owned and

families; it is very much a family place.
indeed, difficult for a newcomer to purchase one of these houses or "cottages;" the

the
It

same

is,

owners have 99 year leases, and a potential new
property owner must be voted on by Assembly
members.

SOME MEM fcERS OF

the

Sewanee commun-

ity are linked to this special place in

Signs marking existing and no longer expublic buildings will be erected,

as well.

isting historic,

and street signs for streets that have been named
for 100 years (but which have not had signs to
prove
ives, a

it)

will

be put up as

museum, and

well.

a gift shop,

lated only to Monteagle, will

all

A

small arch-

having items rebe established,

too.

According to Mrs. Polk, the Fourth of July
highlight of the

weekend will be the
Assembly members.

summer

for

People representing even

Monteagle.
Andrew Lytle, distinguished author and critic
who is teaching creative writing courses at the
University this year, has lived in one of the Assembly's houses periodically since he was five.
Gene and Sara Scott Nelson's family has owned

the fifth generations of some Assembly families,
from many parts.of the country, are expected to
The highjoin in the centennial celebration.

a cottage, "Tranquility," for at least

two generThe Nelsons' parents spend as many

a Twilight Prayer Servive, traditional children's

ations.

games, a special dance celebrating "100 Yeats of
Dance," and a centennial church service featur-

weekends

they can at the Assembly throughout the year, while the weather is warm enough.
In addition, the Nelson family usually vacations
there for a couple of weeks during the summer.
According to Sara Scott, her father would
ather go to Monteagle than to anyplace in
thev rid.
as

To celebrate their centennial. Assembly
members have a wide variety of events and proAccording to Mrs. Sandra Polk,
Centennial Chairman, a book relating the history of the Assembly (to be available in the fall
of this year) is currently being put together by
a group of people who are associated with the
jects planned.

Assembly.

A scale model of the Assembly Inn, which
was destroyed by fire in 1961, is being created

lights of the weekend will include a country
supper called the "Feast of Lanterns" (an event
celebrated in Monteagle's history in the 1890's),

ing traditional

hymns.

OU THE SUNDAY

of that weekend, families

be expected to wear Victorial costumes.
will also be important
at the Assembly. There will be an official birthday party that Sunday to which the town of
will

The weekend of July 17

Monteagle will be invited.
Although the Monteagle Assembly
vate organization,
passes and

and

this

it

is

summer

will

is

a pri-

possible to obtain gate

permission to

visit

be the

the community,

ideal

time for

visi-

A
intrigued by the Assembly's history.
word of caution for perspective visitors is in
tors

order, however; as

small

is

stated

on a

bridge in the community:

Trolls."

sign

near a

"Beware of
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The Sewanee Purple

and Fieldfunkle'

*> olson

provide singing service

Seminary student dies
FRANK JOSEPH FINAMORE,
heart attack

BY LAV AD A BARNES

WHAT DO BIRTHDAYS,

comprehensive

midnight serenades, and Valenin common? The answer to this
odd assortment of occasions is Nelson and Field-

Day have

funkle.

This business venture

is

the project of two

sophomores, Sara Scott Nelson and Liza Field.
Together they compose and perform songs for
any purpose. They began the Nelson and Fieldfunkle operation this semester after their popn business proved unfeasible.
The $4 songs they write are original;
however, the customer provides the subject matand a funny anecdote, Sara Scott plays the

NELSON AND FIELDFUMKLE

request at

four days' notice, but they can compose a
in one day in the case of an emergency.
Both girls were skeptical about this project,

least

song

but they report that business is going well. One
aspiration of the Nelson and Fieldfunkle enterprise is to play at parties as both a performing

and

Oak

Corporation, Nuclear Division,

suddenly

hear

or hear

someone

FINAMORE

MR.

He

attended

Tradition

is

former

alcoholic

who,

Virginia

Military

Institute

for

two

indoors at the Chattanooga Choo-Choo.
two groups, one for the 3-5 p.m. EST session

ICE-SKATING
Leaving

in

and a dinner out, and one for the 8-10 p.m. session.
Tuesday, Feb. 16. Leaving Sewanee at 12:30 p.m.
and 6:00 p.m. from the parking lot across from Gailor.

EAGLE WATCH

in

these,

all

check the B.C. information desk for

up

sign

sheets.

THE FUNERAL was held on Feb. 2 in St. Stephen's.
were the Rt. Rev. William E. Sanders,
Bishop of Tennessee, and the Rt. Rev. Girault M. Jones,

Officiating

acting dean of the School of Theology.

Finamore

Mr.

was

buried

cassock,

a

in

made by his fellow
Oak Ridge Memorial Park.

clerical robe, in a casket

Interment was

in

participation

is

success

BYBAHIAYACKZAN

The family requests that any memorials be in the
of gifts to CONTACT-Lifeline Ministry, P.O.

form

Box 248, Sewanee.

Home, Oak Ridge, was

Funeral

Martin's

On

the right

.

.

ST.

AUGUSTINE PLAYERS

recreated

the small space

group performed
this musical comedy based on Charlemagne's
reign. The constant eye contact and high energy
level evoked that desired 'closeness' between
actor and audience.

extracurricular

contracted

Monday in B.C. Lounge
by Mrs. Elizabeth Chitty on Sewanee
Mrs. Chitty will be happy to answer
any questions you might have about Sewanee
history, so SPO your questions to her in advance

the Sewanee Theater Department to offer the
show, which in turn was offered to the director
She and
of Sewanee Arts, Jumana Ateyeh.
Hatcher arranged all the details. The show itself
cost $400; 200 additional dollars covered food
and other expenses. Jumana commented that

so that she will be able to research the questions.

the

ALSO FEATURED is Banner night at the
Sewanee-Fisk Basketball game Tuesday night.
Each fraternity and sorority has been asked to
make a banner on traditions. A keg will be
awarded to the 'best' banner, so get started now.

describing

panel discussion on

elass for adults

A SWIMMING CLASS

for adults began

praised
it

a

meal they ate at Gailor,

as 'wonderful'!

Most of the actors are drawn from Vanderbilt
and all have quite impressive resumes.
Director and choreographer Lee Green is very
knowledgable in his field.
The company is
contracted to specific plays up until 1984,
and they hope to continue touring schools
throughout the country.

Personally,

believe

I

last

ment.

Taught by American Red Cross certified in
on those two
nights each week, in the Sewanee pool, at 7 p.m.

THEY Vi/ERE ALL 'touched' by the
receptiveness of Sewanee students and the
beauty of the campus. Jumana worked very
hard to bring this performance to us not only
for the benefit of that Saturday night, but
also to expose Sewanee students to this type
of
theatre
group; a traveling,
performing
group that she would like to see potential
actors here build.

express
that

If

is

my

about

twice

know what

don't

certain

in

is!

to strongly to

ideals

how many people didi
who are only marginally

those

and

politics

in

think

I

by not

represent-

But

pressured.

pressured,
terested

elected

did not feel pressured by the Office

I

oblivious

the

to

feel
in-

issues

concerned?

One can only imagine what kind

Washington

of

their

all

over

of

gettir

aid

offices

to

constituents

country

the

phone

a

express

to

financial

if

are

herding

pre-arranged

viewpoints.,

IT

THE

IS

duty

administrative

fice.

of this

University's

conscie-

students to protest against this gross abuse

ntious
of

It

inconceivable that this letter could have

is

been cleared
tion.

so,

If

power by the Financial Aid Of-

at the highest levels
it

is

that

of the administra-

much more
we receive

the quality of education

appalling.

With

here at Sewanee,

every student should be -able to express his political
opinions,

money.

if

ho wants to, with

own time and

of this University are concerned

officials

If

his

let them express their opinions
"the administration of the University" to officials
Washington.
This would be more within the

with certain policies,
as
in

bounds

of

authority

their

and organizing

than

manufacturing,

mass protests against
is a very dangerous
one that
freedom and independent
thinking, the practice of mounting pressure on the
student body and organizing political lobbying efforts
at student expense for the purpose of furthering a
recruiting,

false

the Reagan administration.

Tuesday night, Feb. 9, and is continuing on
every Tuesday and Thursday night, according to
the University of the South Athletic Depart-

structors, the free lessons are held

cast

make me

to

independence,

political

be

my

the President) in Washington.

(i.e.

enough

not

to

viewpoint to

prearranged

students

PRODUCER JOHN HATCHER

(7:00), led

charge

five

had upset them
a
chance
to

year,

responding

because
in

as the Nashville

next

aid

eagerly
a

lively version of 'Pippin'

activities.

traditions.

in

.

financial

ative

The intimacy emanated

in

black

a

seminarians.

from

'Pippin'

Inn.

the highlights of this 'week' will be

in

the

in

Lee, Santa Barbara, Cal.; Craig, Kingston, Tn.; and his
mother, Mrs. Frank Joseph Finamore Sr., of Paterson,

Wet Cave in Roarks Cove, Saturday, Feb.
from Gailor
1 p.m. from parking lot across
need a full day of warm, dry clothes.

before a responsive
audience on Saturday, Jan. 30 in the Outside

week

Research

department of physiology.
Mr. Finamore is survived by his wife, JJanet Kopp
Finamore and a daughter, Beth, both of Lake O'Donnell
Drive, Sewanee.
In addition, he is survived by three
other children, Frank Jr. (Chip), Lauderhilt, Fla.; Debra

in

Hall, you'll

a

FEB. 10-16 is tradition week: a "week' of
emphasis on Sewanee history and customs.
Each day during this period, reminders will be
sent to students concerning dress code, honour

Swim

for Tubercular

Institute

1955, he joined the faculty at Southern

In

University where he-became a professor

Illinois

Leaving

27.

and proximity

a

Medical School's
Chicago.

western Tennessee. Drive there, stay

Tuesday
overnight, and see the town. 9:00 a.m. return.
and Wednesday. Feb. 16 and 1 7.

CAVING

1945 to 1946 during World War II. He resumed his
academic career and received a bachelor's degree in premedicine from the University of Virginia in 1949 and a
master's degree in physiology and biology in 1951. He
completed his doctorate in biochemistry at Florida
State University in 1954.
His postdoctoral work was done at the Illinois

N.J.

at

underway
and

a

SOC UPDATE

THE

ONE OF

was

a strong calling to help
others deal with problems of addiction. That calling led
to his decision to study for the priesthood.

singing out-

your window, do not be alarmed. It
the Nelson and Fieldfunkle operation

code,

Ridge.

following his recovery, developed

For

lunch at Gailor and
or receive an unusual

side of
ly

Oak

Ridge

the U.S. Navy where he served from

in

eating

singing
call

in

He was in the biology division at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory for 18 years and since 1967 had also been
University
of
biochemistry
at
the
of
professor
Tennessee-Oak Ridge Biomedical Graduate School.

more information and

musical phone

massive

Finamore was a second year student at the
School of Theology. He entered the seminary in 1980
after 19 years as a biochemist with Union Carbide

a sing-along act.

YOU ARE

IF

a

Ridge, Tn.

who

can pick a banjo
for a touch of blue grass. They sing about anything from sunbathing on the Riviera to a cravng for popcorn.
guitar and sings with Liza,

act

in

Mr.

iminations,

tine's

55, died of

30 while addressing an Alcoholics

Jan.

Anonymous group

Oak

in

years and enlisted

precedent to establish
emphasizes academic

political

Financial

viewpoint.

Aid Office

"Headquarters:

at

It

this

institution,

Otherwise, the sign over the
will

Sewanee

have

to

be

Democratic

changed to
Policy and

Steering Committee."

-by Robert

L.

Crewdson

E

SOClETYl

The Sewanee Purple

Bandy

Judi

is

August bride

To reside

JUDI BANDY, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn C. Bandy of Dallas, Texas, and David

following June

Sherar, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. Wjlliam Sherar
of New Orleans, Louisiana, are to be married
on the evening of Aug. 21, 1982, in Dallas,

Texas.
Judi

graduated

Greenhill

School

of

Leonard

Commander and Mrs.
Parks of 636 Custer Circle, Orange

Park, Florida.

The

bride-to-be

graduated from

Brook High School and

is

Mountai

currently a senior at

The University of the South where she is a mem
ber of the Order of Gownsmen, secretary of
Alpha Delta Theta sorority, the swim team cap
tain, and on the Dean's list.

THE COUPLE

plans to live and work in
Orleans where Judi plans to teach school
David anticipates a career in banking or

New
and

wedding

DONALD BUPRELL

IviRS.

Jean, to Lee Parks, son of

Both Judi and David will
Sewanee this May with the

1978.

graduate from
class of 1982.

Atfw

3716 Briar Oak Circle, Birmingham, Alabama,
announce the engagement of their daughter,

in

Park

leans, also in

AND

IviR.

1978 and David graduated from MeCountry Day School in New Or-

Dallas in
fairie

from

in

insurance.

HER FIANCE graduated from P.G. Farragut
School, Rota, Spain, and Magna Cu
Laude from The University of the South whe
ne was a member of the Order of Gownsmen,
Phi Beta Kappa, Lambda Chi fraternity, and on
High

Lisa

Williams to

become

the Dean's List.

THE COUPLE PLANS to be married June
1982, in St. Mary's Episcopal Church,
Birmingham, Alabama. Members of the wedding
party from The University of the South are
Kelly rilake, Sheri.Clouser, Ann Scott, and Jim-

Mrs. Keith-Lucas

26,

LISA
j

AWN WILLIAMS,

daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. John R. Williams of Portland, Texas, and
Dr. Timothy Keith-Lucas, son of Dr. Alan KeithLucas and his late wife Georgia Ruth Work

my

Yoe. The couple plans to live in Athens,
Georgia, where he is attending the University of
Georgia Law School.

Keith-Lucas, are to be married at 5:30 p.m. on

Sunday,
Church.

May

23,

at

Otey

Memorial

The couple will honeymoon
month of June.

Parish
in

Eng-

land for the

.

Miss Williams graduated from Balboa High
School in the Canal Zone in 1978. She graduamember of the National Honor Society,

To wed

National
Biology
Honor Society, National
Spanish Honor Society, and a member of the
.Thespians Club. She was also a member of the

band, chorus, and on the yearbook staff. Miss
Williams will graduate from Sewanee in May of
She is a gownsman and chairman of
this year.
the altar guild.

1

j

DR. KEITH-LUCAS graduated from Christin Virginia in 1964. Hewasedit-

church School

of the school paper
I

and received awards

English, Journalism, and the Sciences.

uated from Swarthmore
his

in

grad-

College in 1968 and
his M.A. degree from Duke in 1972
Ph.D. in 1973.

/received

\and

He

in

A JUNE WEDDING

,

AA

EL

YDU!

Florida
planned at All Saints

Episcopal Church, Tarpon Springs, Florida for,
Catherine Pollard, daughter of the Very Reverend and Mrs. Richard A. Pollard and, Robert
C. Bayman, son of Mr. Robert E. Bayman of
Vessie
O.
Mrs.
Tennessee and
Nashville,
Bayman of Gallatin, Tennessee.
Miss Pollard graduated from Tarpon Springs
High School and will graduate in May from the
University of the South where she is in the

Order of

WELCDAA

is

Gownsmen and Alpha

Theta

Delta

Sorority.

Her fiance graduated from Gallatin High
School and the University of the South
where he was in the Order of Gownsmen,
the Young Republicans, and on the Cap and

Gown

staff.

THE WEDDING PARTY members

from
The University of the South will be Tabitha
Dianne
Witter,
Warner,
Mary
Francisco,
The couple's
Steve Blount, and Eric Zinn.
-

future plans are not definite.

Rush, rush, rush

.

These pictures

.

.

illustrate the hectic

but

happy nature of sorority rush. (Top center}Nancy Lewis portrays "Oliver" ina
Theta Pi skit. (Bottom center) Melanie
Young, Mona Saliba, Cathy Pollard, Amy
Bradham, and Kelly Vann smile at the
Alpha Delta Theta rush party. (Left)
Laurie Keyser and Elizabeth Estes show off

Kappa Epsilon jerseys at the
basketball game. (Photo by John Ellis)
their Phi

The Sewanee Purple

r
Annie coming to Nashville in March

J6]

9

f

smash Broadway musical and
most popular show on Broadway during the last
decade, is coming to the tennesse Performing

be our biggest show of the season."

505 Readrick St, Nashville, for a
Arts Center
two-week run March 2-13. t
The multiple award-winner will play six-

Award

ANNIE,

the

,

teen evening and matinee performances in An-

drew Jackson

"We
way's

Hall.

are very excited about bringing Broadhit to Nashville," said Warren

biggest

Sumners, managing director of the Tennessee
Performing Arts Center. "Due to the logistics
involved and the schedule of the national touring company, we were unable to confirm performance dates any sooner. This will certainly

beginning at 8 p.m. on March 3, 7, 8, 9, 1 0, and
and matinees beginning at 2:30 p.m. on Mar.
1 1
and 13 are $14.50 and $17.50. Tickets

6, 11,

ANNIE was
for Best

the winner of the 1978 Grammy
Show Cast Album (it has now

gone platinum), the winner of seven Tony Awards, including Best Musical of 1977, plus
It is still a
nearly every other major award.
sellout on Broadway.

weekend performances on March 5, 6, 12,
and 13 are $15.50 and $18.50. (A .50 convenience charge is added to tickets sold in outlets.)
There is a $1.00 handling charge for tickets
purchased by mail or phone order. (615/ 741
2787).
for

at the

Special discounts of $1 per ticket are available for groups of 20 persons or more, except

Ticket Master Box Office in the Tennessee Performing Arts Center and at all Ticket Master
outlets at Cain Sloan Department Stores: Hickory Hollow, Rivergate and Green Hills credit

on Friday and Saturday
For information on group discounts
20 or more persons and special corporate
discounts, call the Box Office during regular

ANNIE TICKETS

department.

are

Tickets for

on

sate

now

weekday performances

for the performances

evenings.
for

office hours.

WHISKEYNow $12.07,

CANADIAN
Reg.

S13.72,

Valley Liquors,

114

YOU

Anyone who has ever wanted to work
an insurance company, and anyone who
hasn't, should consider The Travelers. Because
we offer careers both irunsurance and in a variety of other fields which heljrus service our
wide range of financial products.
Under The Travelers umbrella, you'll find

PROOF WHISKEY- Reg.
Now S14.08- Valley

S16.00.

for

careers

ANYTHING

Cowan,

PARTY WEEKEND
RENT. A BLUFF VIEW

COTTAGE
ESSIG

— SEWANEE
598-0855

engineering, data processing, finance,
marketing. And as an insurance industry leader,
in

we

offer rewarding careers in actuarial science,
underwriting and sales.
So if you're wondering who works for
an insurance company, over 30,000 people

backgrounds are at work for
right now. They've chosen us
because we have the resources, variety, benefits,
rewards and growth that make up the ingredients

from

differing

The Travelers

trie

CITY

CAFE
Dinner Mon.Sat.
We SpectaKze
Fresh Vegetables

for a bright future.

Travelers representatives will be visiting
your campus soon. For details, see your Placement
Director or write to: Rubin 1. Fisher, Assistant
Director,

The

Travelers, Dept. CA,

Square, Hartford,

CT

06115

One Tower

the

sewanee
inn
FRI: 1.1:30-1:30

An

Kquiil

THE TRAVELERS

Opportunity Kniplo

SAT: 8:00-9:30
11:30-1:30
5:00-9:00

SUN: 8:00-9:30
11:30-2:00

["
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Sophomores worry over major decision
BY MICHAEL

J.

IVicHALE
or,

may be time

it

In

SPRING SEMESTER on

the mountain

is

examine your

to

time when many of us can finally sit back and
with reserved optimism convince ourselves that
the end of the academic year is in sight. It is a
time when Florida becomes categorically linked with spring vacation,- and our compasses become nothing more than conversation pieces
that prompt the telling of wild stories about the
fog. It is also a time of internal examination and
anxiety for second semester sophomores.
Sophomores must declare a major during this
time and for those of us who find ourselves at
this milestone, be consoled that each student at
Sewanee will one day wear the label of WalshEl lett or Woods Lab.
What goes through the mind of someone who
feels he is about to assign himself a discipline
that will influence his thought in the years to

come?

HO ORDOUBADIAN-

"I decided on declaring
Natural Resource major early in my collegiate
career. When someone was taking Bio or Psych
to fulfill requirements, enrolled in Geology just

and times and departments are posted through
If you have any questions,
out the campus.
please do not hesitate to go and talk with a proDeclaring a major is a
fessor about a major.
very important part of the college experience
and should be given ample consideration.

objectives.

order to help ease anxiety and give useful

you

insight into the various majors that

a

this semester

maybe

thinking about, the departments in both the arts
and sciences are presenting "Choosing a Major."
These are held in the Torian Room of the library

Calendar
IT

WORKS

so well!

The ones wh

University

impleie, wherever else they go frorr

Symposium on Language

Thec

able

about themselves:

anguago and Art'

did they look unfriendly, malignant,

lecherous, un-nice?

It's a

body, to not return a wave, to
unanswered.
Eventually, even
what's to be done about them?

let a split

split

do

Dr Ronald Jones
Or.

someby
faces despair, and

horrible thing to

to

'Language and History'

face pass

Peterman
Dr.

Brown

'Language and EKperime ntal Sciences'

So please^ all of you who see this appeal, carry your
good cheer high. More than that, make good days out
of gloom, make happy people out of strangers, and make
a working factor out of you. Please, for my sake, make
waves and split your face.

Language and Theology
Hughes

Or. Robert
Or. Oouglas

Paschall

Language and L.ieratur

'

Dr.

Thomas

Lofkin Hargrave

a

Route

1,

Box 94 B

I

to get a change of pace.
fell in love with this
class and since
have always been an outdoorsI

Society

I

man,

this

major

is

custom made for me."

BRYAN WAKEFIELD-

"I

section

I'm

have no idea.

going to wait until the Dean calls me into his office and then pick one out of the hat."

CHIP ROBERTS- "English

2 of

want of a major.
work load

for

sort of enjoy the material and the
doesn't seem to be overbearing."

in

I

f

iely

"Natural

1

THE

Frances
charge

lage

and

should

submi

Resources- because
really enjoy the classes and the professors are
Geology is real enjoyable and bereally good.
cause like the material, it is my choice."

KIM RUSCH-

the

eSPO.

I

Weddings.
and

ents,
ries

will

engageanniver-

he featured

I

sill

FROM PERSONAL EXPERIENCE,

choosing

nunity meetings will
dso be announced if
hey
are
submitted.

major came down to understanding that if as
Dr. Ballard believes "the aim of a liberal arts colthen which
lege is to develop the whole person,"
major will best accomplish this. While this is the

a

>pen to the public and
larties will not be in-

the
stoic side of choosing a major, there are also

A classified ads
ection will be available
or such purposes.

cluded.

elements of personality and enjoyment. Learning in a Utopian sense should be enjoyable and if
you find yourself in total disgust with your maj-

EARN OVER 950 A MONTH.
AND OPEN THE DOOR TO ATOP
ENGINEERING FUTURE.

When

the day

is

done,

I

like to

come home

my horn, smooth and
And the easy taste of Bud ®
seems to fit right in.
m
Yeah, someday
like Budweiser makes beer!
and blow

corporations would be willing to pay you ovifr 4$S6 a moitr
during your junior and senior year* jum so you'd (Oin.trw company
(hat
after graduation? Under a sp* •*! Navy program were iluing iuM
Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-College Program
the
called
It's
And under it, you'll not only gut great pay during yo>
i year of valuable
you'll
graduation
years,
but
after
senior
iiluble from any other employe r
graduate-level training that
r majunng in moth. engineering or
today And let your career
physical

How muny

cool.

**~~
-^,

I'll

1fym&

i

;

while

still

in college
;;;j„?

mouo „,

ca „

Mm o«,c„

p.,.,,.,,,,.

.m-soo-mmum.

Write to: Navy Officer Programs
1808 West End Ave.
Nashville.

TN 37203

DlldWeiSer®

Courtesy of Land H Distributing
Tullahoma, Tenn.
all your party needs contact:
Trey Bryant, SPO 192

For

ISPORTS
Indys look tough

in

BY JEFF SVl/ANSON

THE A- LEAGUE

Independent men are imand looking to make it two
many years. With the sea-

pressive, undefeated,

championships
son

still

in

young and the

ber one position

nappen.

as

num-

numerous, anything could
tough come-from-behind

still

But with

possibilities for the

a

victory over the Iskra Warlords and a system-

A-teague, PDT, Faculty pushing hard
when

lowed by the SN's, the ATO's, DTD's,

tires

LCA's, CP's, andtheDKE's.

an athlete gets older he slows down and
more easily, but the faculty has remedied
this problem by sporting a 12 man roster for
most games. It's hard to keep up with a team
that can make five-man substitutions whenever necessary. The old men should be tough

down

are the

When motivated

IN B LEAGUE competition there is but one
undefeated team, the Phi's. The struggle for the
will center around three teams:
Iskra,
(the mini-Warlords), the ATO's, and the Phi's.
All three have a big man inside and at least one
shooter apiece'who can fill it up.
The overall intramural championship could
be decided by the basketball standings. The Indy's, Phi's, and ATO's all need the points to
keep their possibilities alive.
It should be a
fight to the finish in both leagues, to keep the
team's chances alive for that overall crown.

of the undefeated
they play a tough in-

last

game with David Dunham commanding the
boards. The KA's are next in line with but one
side

League Standings

(as

of 2/8/82)

loss at the

INOY

5-0

FACULTY
PDT

KA

rest of the

4-0

BETA

Ski team's second season has begun

4-2
2-3

2-3

ATO

1-3

FIGI

14

DTD

1-4

CP

hands of the Indy's, while Iskra has
slow start, with two losses.
pack includes the Betas, fol-

a suprisingly

The

5-1

ISKRA
SN

had
5-0

hover over the mountains until the season
concludes. The competition dates are Jan. 28,
Feb. 11 and 12, and Feb. 19.

will

BY ELIZABETH NORFLEET

THE SECOND

season of the Sewanee ski
team began Jan. 17. On that day, skiers traveled
to Beech Mountain, where they were enrolled in
a slalom course racing clinic. During the lesson,
members skied through practice gate's working
on turning and speed.

0-4

B League Standings

Women should win
BY ANNABEL WOOD

.

PDT

5-0

ATO

4-1

ISKRA 4-1
1NDY 4-2

DTD 2-3
KA 1-3
SN

Figi's,

crown

the stretch.

THE PDT'S
teams.

A

IS

The Sewanee Purple

1-4

FIGI

14

LCA 04

DKE

0-4

KA

Independents
surmountable
are surging and seemingly
force, as seniors John Davidson, Robert Holland,
and Greg Worsowicz lead the way.

atic destruction of the

The Cinderella team of the season, also
claiming rights to the number one spot, is the
They've added some new blood to the
aging team with Eric Benjamin, Kyle Price, and

faculty.

a host of other hoopsters.

Tradition has

it

that

The principle suggestions of instructor Mark
Gidney were: make early turns before each gate
and keep your hands and poles out in front.
There are five men and five women on the
team, which will compete against Appalachian
State
University, Clemson
University,
Lees
McRae College, University of North CarolinaChapel Hill, the University of Tennessee, and
Washington and Lee University. The five male
skiers are Bernard Blouin, Morgan Bomar, Trey
Greer, Merritt Helvenston, and Hale Nicholson.
The women are Bertha Booker, Martha Clarke,
Ann Hightower, Laurie Keyser, and Annie
Thrower. The actual race roster changes each
week. There is still room.

A COMPETITION

ACCORDING TO coach Nancy Bowman, the
Lady Tigers should win all the rest of their
games this season. Bowman said, "Lack of reserve strength has proven to be a major factor
in the recent losses.
If we can mentally prepare

and physically execute, the season should end
on a positive note."

Sewanee will face its biggest rival Saturday
night at 7:30 p.m.: Maryville College. It will be

game and support will be
Also coming up are Centre
which has improved from last year,
and will be a tough opponent, and Covenant
College (Feb. 20}. The Lady Tigers would like
to avenge an earlier loss to Covenant.
Currently Sophie Brawner is leading the team
in scoring and rebounding.
Jetta McKenzie is
a fast-moving, physical

greatly appreciated.

(Feb.

of Jan. 22 was cancelled

because of bad slope conditions as a result of an
excess of rain at Beech Mountain. Because all
the races will be held at Beech, there is a shared
hope among members that winter snow clouds

Valley Liquors

-

1.8),

running a close second. Sewanee will go into
Saturday night's game with a win over Fisk this
past Tuesday.

Cowan

Sewanee Students— Use Your 10% Discount
For The Best Deals Around
SPECIALS....Some More Than 10% Off
Peppermint Schnapps
Rebel Ye/L..$7.98

Classified

Adsissue,
will

THE PURPLE
be

classified

featuring
a
section.

ads

The charge

$5.29

minimum
Send

ad subthrough the
Post
Office

Student

(SPO)
|

t

WINCHESTER
:hesti

erick
tising

will be ie>,
with a
of 20 words.

wwd

classified

missions

TURN LEFT BEFORE
RACKS

see classified ads for more.

cent per

to

John

Evans,
manager.

FredadverPlease

\m
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Tigers hit road this
dY CHARLES ELMORE

NOTES FROM

Sewanee students taking an important roadtrip this study-day weekend is the
basketball team. Coach Rick Jones' charges tra-

One group

of

vel to Jacksonville,

Illinois

due

College, and are

cipia

"They

are going to call

them

officials

different-

ly in Indiana than in Memphis or Jacksonville,
and that's the way it is," Illinois coach Bill
Merris explained.
"It isn't something intentional, but it works that way."
Sewanee's Jones favors looking into the establishment of a central bookin agency, which
would be responsible for assigning officials to
CAC games.

around the Collegiate Athle-

Conference:

tic

week - where

geman.

Friday to face PrinTerre Haute Sat-

get tough

"OF COURSE

officials

don't

mean

to be

"But
would agree whole
neartedly that officiating has a lot to do with
biased," he said.

I

why some teams win so
cost money to set up

often at home.

It

would

a booking agency, yes.
But there's no easy answer."

The Tigers
matchup with

retur

home Tuesday

for a

7:30

Fisk.

in

urday night to clash with Rose-Hulman. 'The
Tigers are favored over struggling Principia, but
enter the crucial Rose-Hulman game as under-

Jones is looking at things with a "one
time" philosophy.
don't need to put too much emphasis
on what's down the road," Jones said Sunday

dogs.

game

at a

"We

"If we lose to Principia, the party's
Remember, they took us to overtime up
On the other hand, Rose- Hulman is
tough but not invincible. We're building momentum."

afternoon.
over.
here.

THE TIGERS

need a

will

lot of

momentum

Rose-Hulman, confer-

against a homestanding

ence coaches agree. As of Sunday, the Fighting
Engineers were the odds-on favorite among the
coaches to win the CAC championship.

"Rose-Hulman
in

is

far

and away the best team

the conference," stated Principia coach Terry
"They are the quickest
last week.

Van Allen

and the biggest team we've played." ConcurredCentre mentor Tom Bryant "Rose-Hulman is
in

the driver's seat."

Even Rose-Hulr lan coach John Mutchner
had to agree. "We'r in good shape," he admit"We have two conference losses, but that
ted.
should be good enough to win it, assuming we
oon't lose any more. Except for Illinois, the
rest of our conference games are at home."
:

PREDICTION:

LOOK

for junior forward

Blane Brooks to have a big game against RoseHulman. Brooks, the team's leading scorer, led
four Tigers into double figures with 20 points in
the important victory over Southwestern last
Saturday. It was sweet revenge from last year's
heartbreaking overtime loss to the Lynxcats,
and it ended Southwestern's recent dominance
the two school's basketball rivalry.
A hot Brooks has been one of the main reawhy the Tigers, 3-3 in the CAC, have become contenders for the conference championin
.

,

sons

ship.

Also bet that the close calls in Terre Haute
Saturday night will go Rose-Hulman's way. Of-

many observers suggest, has a lot to do
why CAC teams tend to win most of their
nome games and lose most of their away games

ficiating,

with

to the" same teams. The conference schools are
so far apart that each school hires its own local
An unavoidable case of
Result:
officials.

"home-cooking", some

say.

coaches see anything wrong with
Tom Hilgethe way things are. Southwestern's
man, for example, sees no difference in the CAC
one or two
expect
"You
from anywhere else.
"
bad calls, at home or on the road, he said Sat-

NOT ALL

think the officials we got todon't
tonight, for example, did a good job.
bad ofthink that it's true you should expect

urday night.

"I

I

ficiating

on the road."

with
Most coaches, however, disagreed

Hil-

Stall

time

.

.

.

Sewanee coach Rick Jones exhorts

his char-

ges during a time-out in the Southwestern
game last weekend, which the homestanding
Tigers won convincingly. Jones and the Tigers

road this weekend for a two-game tour
of the Midwest. They hope to better their
chances at a share of CAC honors. (Photo by
hit the

ahn

Ellis)

—
I
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snow

sees South through

Choir tour

jcean!").

BY KATHARINE JONES

,

Df that journey.

reader, a joun

and board games
—

rain,

Here follows, gentle

unload the
ently going to be the daily routine
music box, unload the coffins (vestment boxes),

and unload the

The following account of the

Editor's Ivlote:

choir

tour

written

is

Katharine Jones,

by

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 6
PHETlY IviUCH everybody

a

choister herself.

Supposedly,
the guys are

EVERYBODY KNOWS
that group of people
sings at

in

right!'

Actually,

Benedict and

for tonight

—

all

and tomor-

I

Gloria with orchestration.
he choir doesn t put in all those hours of
practice just for fun. They don t do it for the
bedazzled look on the faces of the congregation
after a particularly difficult piece. They don't

THURSDAY, JAN. 7
MASSIVE REHEARSAL

I

—

seven or
day
all
told, followed by Epiphany
Most of the music is from Lessons
and Carols or are our usual Evensong pieces.
Food is to be had at the City Cafe, that palace
eight

hours

Eucharist.

money. There is another reason.
has some
If a choister is good and faithful and
money to spend, he or she is allowed to go on
it

girls are in

'

the choir does more than that. They sing at the
eleven o'clock service at All Saints each Sunday
and at Evensong the first Sunday of each month
as well. This spring the choir will sing Vivaldi's

even do

the

Tuckaway

there are a few
row. Note the 'supposedly
holdouts who are putting up with cold water
and no heat in their respective home dorms and
coming here for their showers. Jim and Terry
Mathes had a welcoming party for everyone -and
mean everyone -at their apartment. Imagine
thirty people in one room trying to either catch
up on each other's holidays or avoid each other.

about the choir. It's
black and white that

Lessons and Carols,

all

in

arrived.

tor

of epicurean delight,

Choir Tour.
This year Florida was graced with All Saints
finest from Jan. a-13 after a one-day stop in
Selma, Alabama on the 7th. Organist-Choirmaster (henceforth "OCM") Hobert Delcamp
called it the most successful tour he has taken
Others on the trip weren't as
the choir on.
sing that flat tomorrow I'm going
pleased ("If

fog.

Tomorrow we

when we can

leave at nine,

find

it

in

the

headed for the

Alabama metropolis ot Selma.

FRIDAY, JAl\l. 8
LEFT AT TEN. Got

to Selma at about five
Bubba Wall is from here and had a
o clock.
great time with the introductions and showing
evervbodv around. We started what is appar-

I

suitcases.

Carry everything

in.

Meet with the congregawit, and
Get
humility after a brilliant performance.
paired with a host family. Go "home" and talk
to host for a while before collapsing. Selma is
actually a pretty nice town. The church is lovely, all Victorian glass and brown wood against
Eat. Sing.

Rehearse.

has

2<"*1

tion and impress

white walls.

We

them with our charm,

leave at 7:J0.

SAIURDAY, JAIM.9
LEFT AT EIGHT. Somebody

in

the back of

the bus has started up a game of "Diplomacy,"
a war game whereby a player tries to form deals
and alliances so that his fleets and navies can

overrun Europe. When we hit Jacksonville late
in the afternoon the game was still going strong.
sang at a local church and will sing at the
cathedral here tomorrow. We had a reception
tonight at a gorgeous house on the bay overlooking an island. We're being put up by the
Sewanee Club, not by church members, which
means we're in for some kind of change of pace

We

but I'm not sure what.
people are housing us?

SUNDAY, JAN. 11)
FOUND OUT just what

Does

this

mean

rich

the "change of pace"

Since Sewanee Club members are old
Sewanee students, they know us for what we
was.

VILLAGE WINE § SPIRITS SHOPPE

are

—

rapacious hoodlums.

So, several of us

ironically, the least rapacious of

LIQUOR

STORE
AT THE SMOKEHOUSE

IN

—

all

those aboard

got dragged through Jacksonville's finest nightspots until the not-so-wee
hours of the morning. Luckily, Saint Augustine
was a short drive and we had almost the whole

our

Joy Bus

little

afternoon to wander, so the Epiphany service
did tonight wasn't that hard.

we

MONDAY, JAN. 11
"UNO HAS started

in the front of the bus,
while "Diplomacy' reigns in the back. Russia
and Austria have joined forces to obliterate Ger'

MONTEAGLE

many and enjoyed
half the choir

among

is

it

immensely.

It

seems

like

getting laryngitis, particularly

After six days, everybody is
beginning to get sick of each other and of
"sunny" Florida. The weather has been cold
and nasty the whole trip, which is contributing
to the mood.
the altos.

TUESDAY, JAN. 12
DON'T ever want

to hear "Sacer Dotes"
don't ever want to see any of these
people again!
I

again!

I

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 13
WE WERE SUPPOSED

to sing Evensong at

Rome, Georgia .this evening, and
then head straight for Sewanee, but Rome cancelled because of the snow. While we were running around Florida, acting tough l"You call
THIS cold? This ain't nothin'l You Florida
people don't know cold!"), the homefront was
The ten hour bus trip
being snowed under.

St, -Peter-'s in-

Special

Order At No Extra Charge

Call Collect For

And

Case

Party Orders

Prices

924-2288

TIL 11 p.m. FRI. & SAT.
8 a.m. -10 p.m.
our
expanded selection of German,
see
Also in, hard to
French, and California wines.
find Greek, Italian, and Japanese selections.
Watch Sewanee Siren for weekly specials.

OPEN
Come

Lake Cheston
$4.00- tequila &beer
$2.00- beer only
Tequila tickets must
be purchased in ad-

Students-

Come

Tequila Massacre
Sat., Feb. 13
2:00 p.m.

See Us For

Our

Doily Discounts

—

we almost had a murder of
was rather rough
a diplomat when France attacked Britam^-but
everybody shut up and calmed down when we
saw the first car in a ditch outside Atlanta. The
interstate was clear all the way home but north
Georgia panicked in yesterday s storm and left
We're home now, and
its
cars everywhere.
acting like we were before we left. Everybody
loves each other again and wants to start the trip
over.

I

think

we

re crazy.

,
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SUMMER

Career Services
THAT

Third Na

FIND

"COMPANIES

hiring recent liberal

Na

vilte's

these

through

training

a

program is less expensive
and just as productive as
hiring
MBA's," says a
spokesman for employ-

ment services at Dartmouth. As confirmation
of this, Dartmouth reported

company

that

recrui-

ruary

23,

at the Hanover, N.H. col-

editions of

43
in

interviews with liberal arts
colleges across

the

ting

i

i

positions

in

mat-

received

March.

Most
deadlines
are
in
March and April. Come
by the office if interested.

with

you

Tennessee Tech School

-

of Business

leave

INTERVIEW WORK-

February 17- Wednesday-

SHOP
February 23- Tuesday

Third National Bank

-

In-

terviews

in

February 24- Wednesday
Interviews
February 25- Thursday

Spring-Surnmer

The Career Opportunity Index listing em-

terviews

positions
and
the
throughout
United
have just arrived.
Come by the office and

of Miami Interviews
March 10- Wednesday

iViarch 9-

ployers

States

tal

Tuesday

-

Symposium

125th

in

the Career Services Office,

and

February 16- Tuesday

Nashville.

The

graduates,

number of

recently

erial

information, including

ral

for Feb-

interested, please

interview

pay, are outlined

Business

but they very

your resume by the Career
Services Office and they
will see you here in March,
if possible, or schedule an

ting of liberal arts majors

After a mid-70's drop

Bankc

likely will return in
If

INTERN-

Arts,

in

and Industry, and Communications listing gene-

i

filled

graduates and putting

arts

il

SH1PS

-

-

Proctor and Gamble

Proctor and Gamble

International

-

In-

SCHOLARS

from

18

universities

Why

Dyserinck is the first European scholar to be
the principal speaker at the conference and will
be visiting the U.S. for the first time.

Exchange Bank

TransAmerica Occiden-

Life, Nashville, Interviews

His main address at 8:15 Friday evening in
Convocation Hall is a duPont Memorial Lecture
and open to the public.

reawakening

this

interest

in

growing

Parsons School of Design

»mg

the

cost of hiring

the

arts

employers?

by

majors

liberal

MBA's and
recognition

that high priced

MBA's

Summer in

are

not needed for everything.
Also, there can be a mor-

problem when a brand

ale

MBA

new

joins the firm at

a higher salary than others

much

with

more exper-

Parsons

in Paris •

France/Italy/Japan
Fashion Design

June 30-August 13

Paint on the Left Bank, explore prehistoric caves in the
Dordogne, visit the masterpieces of Renaissance Art in

.

Tuscany.

Courses include: Painting, Drawing, French History,
Language & Literature, Landscape Painting &
Prehistoric Anthropology.

SOME

EMPLOYERS

also appreciate that liberal
arts

to

graduates are trained
think critically about

concepts and not simply
to analyze numbers. "It is

always interesting to read
about companies that send

other so that they can ex-

pand

their thinking

by im-

them

Plato,

mersing
So,

in

the

(

nploy-

Cost for the 6-week program including 9 credits of study,
round trip airfare and double occupancy accommodations with continental breakfast is $2475.

Photography

in Paris •

June 30-July

continental breakfast are $1975.

in

the History of Architecture,

Design and
European Decorative Arts

June 30-July

who

can solve prob-

make

lems,

decisions,

communicate

and

get

along well with others.

Paraphrased from "Em-

Taking

ployers

Look

Another

at Neglected Liberal

Arts Graduates," Manage-

ment

Review,

January

1982.

This program

is

offered

in

•

includes visits to textile showrooms and presentations
of fashion collections.
Courses offered: The History of European Costume,
Contemporary Trends in French Fashion.
Program costs, including 6 credits of study, round trip airfare and double-occupancy accommodations are $1975.

Contemporary Design

•

and
June 30^luly 31

and present of Italy is studied in
The
Rome, Florence and Venice where on-site presentations
are made by Parsons faculty. Contemporary Italian architectural, interior and industrial design are studied through
architectural past

guest presentations

Courses

offered:

made

by leading Italian designers.

The History

of Italian Architecture,

in Contemporary Italian Design.
The program costs, including 6 credits of study, round
trip airfare and double-occupancy housing in first class
hotels including continental breakfast and all land

Studies

transfers are $2975.

June 30-July 31

collaboration with the world

famous Musee des Arts Decoratifs. The museum's staff
supplements the Parsons faculty with specialized
presentations that include aspects of the museum's
collection normally not available to the general public.
Excursions to points outside of Pans include Versailles,

Fountainebleau and Vaux le Vicomte.
Courses offered: The History of French Architecture,
Studies in European Decorative Arts.
The program costs, including 6 credits of study, round
trip airfare and double-occupancy accommodations in a
4-star hotel are $2475.

PROCTOR
GAMBLE will

in

marketplace

the

Sales

for

Representatives and

advancing

into

ment (with

manage-

responsibility

for increasing volume, staffing

and

developing the
After sign-

organization).
ing

up

for

be

i

i

Summer Workshops

in

Japan

Clay/Ceramics, Fibers/Textiles,
Metals/Jewelry • July 21-August 28
The long and venerated history of Japanese crafts
with
will be studied in intensive studio classes,
special presentations by Japanese mastercaftsmen in Tokyo and Kyoto. Classes are held in the
studios of Bunka University.
Cost of the 5-week program, including 6 credits of
study, round trip airfare and deluxe, doubleoccupancy housing accommodations is $2975
from New York and $2775 from Los Angeles.

AND
interview

managers Febru-

for sales

ary 24/25, jobs beginning

read P
the Care>

nd

G

Office of Special Programs
Parsons School of Design

Please send brochure(s) on:

66 Fifth Avenue

D
D

New

York, N.Y. 10011

31

Italian Architectural History

31

Study the practice of the medium in the "City of Light"
with American and French photographers. Extensive
darkroom facilities are available on the Parsons
campus. The program is co-sponsored by the International Center of Photography and coincides with the
Rencontres Internationales de la Photographie in Aries.
Program costs including 6 credits of study, round trip
airfare and double-occupancy accommodations with

Studies

in Paris •

Study the history and contemporary trends of French
fashion design in Paris under the supervision of
museum staff and practicing designers. The curriculum

Interior
iduals

the

expected.
Headlining the conference will be Hugo
Dyserinck, director of the Institute of Comparative Literary Studies at Aachen, Germany.

reversal in the trend.

of

in

United States and Europe will present discusthe Southern Comparative Literature
Association conference today through SaturParticipants from all over the South are
day.

sions at

Parsons in Paris
Photography in Paris
Fashion Design in Paris

D
O

Interior

Design

in

Paris

Italian Architecture & Design
Summer Workshops in Japan

c
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[
men who

not unlike that of the non-fraternity
Independent House (now the Outside Inn)

Sewanee:

in

the 1960's.

Sewanee

in

Common

life

as

1974 was a
result of the inadequacy of Thompson Hall and a desire
to improve social facilities for all students. Whether the
large
one
is even
preferable
to
a
crowded snack bar is
now open to question.

The erection of the Bishop's

CH1TTY, ASST. HISTORIO

N.

students joined

students, rather than as females.

now and then
BY ELIZABETH

women

Otherwise,

built the

in

GRAPHER
THE DAILY TRAFFIC

Sewanee Academy and
For the

five

I

no way to measure the relative effects of moving from
Thompson, discontinuance of the common experience

Andrew's (1981).

St.

decades

have spent

all

of daily chapel, and institution of the cafeteria system

or portions of at

which outlived its capacity to serve the entire
body at one sitting. Certainly the Bishop's
with its larger, more central bookstore, game
rooms which existed before only in fraternity houses,
music room, space for the radio station (and for TV,
should it ever come) and lounges for entertaining should
make no one want to go back to Thompson Hall, any
more than having the library return to Convocation Hall
from duPont, or the sciences to Carnegie.

Sewanee (January of 1946 through 1982), most of the
changes involve growth. Admission of women and the

at Gailor,

Common

Common

move

to the Bishop's

student

are parts of a general

enlargement of the college student body, which brought
more buildings, wider dispersion of residential areas,
greatly increased cultural opportunities, a

student body, and a five-fold increase

more

diverse

the faculty.

in

The trend twoard "more" has resulted in "less" as well,
though economic factors in the country at large may be
more responsible for the loss of some amenities than the

Yahoo

nbers.

The

adrr

ssion of

women came

at

Sewanee

in

1969

.

An immediately obvious effect of the merger of SewAcademy and St. Andrew's was the sadness with
which the careers of some faculty and staff devoted to
the Academy came to an end.
With the fate undetermined of the fine buildings there
and the expense of
renovating Quintard, the long-term result on Sewanee

.

anee

celebrate after the successful dowsing of a

Yale, Wesleyan, Trinity, and later Davidson), because

fire last

enough male applicants as well qualified
who were willing to attend
single-sex colleges.
Education of women at Sewanee
had been planned before World War I, in a separate
college, which never opened. The first women matriculated (but not as degree-seeking students) in 1920. Not
until the 1960's was there serious consideration of co-

Ellis)

there were not
as

.

Towson Engsburg and Scott Hudspeth

as

did in similar undergraduate institutions (Princeton,

it

week

in

—

Sewanee. (Photo by John

the University desired

education

in college

or seminary.

they apply.

The

direst predictions of those

come

tion have not
a year or

age of

to pass.

opposed to coeduca-

Women

did not enroll for

two and then drop out to marry. The percent-

women

graduating

in

four years has generally

been higher than that of the men.
Fraternities have
survived (Kappa Sigma's demise was due to a desire to
become local without national affiliation, not to the admission of

women).

Two

Varsity men's sports flourish

still.

Graduate school attendance did decline, but the end of

a

survey showed that five years after
continued some postin a slightly higher percentage than

graduates had

The smaller male enrollment might have affected

the decline in Air Force ROTC enrollment and withdrawal of the unit, but small ROTC units were phased

out

all

over the country.

vJ

a scientific

akin core

center of

Order of Gownsmen. There were positive developments
The language houses
after the enrollment of women.
were established. Grade point averages in the College

from the

campus than Trezevant did the men, or the use

Trezevant and Courts were
by Edward McCrady as the beginning of a
second college unit, to offset the depersonalizing influence of doubling the college enrollment. Will a corporate life be developed within the Academy buildings?
designed

some new department be

Will

Or

possible?

will

of the buildings fragment the larger

the

insti-

increased.

For some years the percentage of women
Kappa was higher than their share

One small effect of the Academy remains. Notice on
Sundays at All Saints' how most residents sit on the side
away from the Quadrangle. Subconsciously they are
leaving room for the arrival of the Sewanee Military Academy cadet corps, marching up from Quintard behind
the band playing "Onward Christian Soldiers."

The Outing Club was a direct
of the student body.
result of Dr. High Caldwell's awareness of a need for
more opportunities for women than the varsity schedule
Women's athletic teams came slowly, folprovided.
lowed by
last
a

women

coaches.

half-dozen years.

Sororities developed only

The Women's House

cottage next to the Bishop's

Common)

in

arose

out of

a

IN SPITE
buildings,

OF

the changes

Sewanee seems

time observer:

in

Code (even with

its

number

of people and

same

to this long-

complexities); faculty (whose prim-

gowns (worn less assiduously,
body (though less diverse
The University's purpose

is

but no

ragged); student

less

in

basically the

curriculum (though expanded); Honor

ary mission

teaching);

than one might hope for).
still
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the draft and fewer academic employment opportunities
seem more responsible than the enrollment of women.

men.

SOME STUDENTS and a few faculty were not happy
about the 1968 decision of the trustees, but the proportion of college women to men steadily increased from
about 10% the first year to recent admission of men and
women in approximately the same proportions in which

moved from the

pattern

Quadrangle to several routes through Georgia and Alabama Avenues. Some observers feel a diminution of

THE PURPLE HAS asked for comment on change at
Sewanee, especially that resulting from the admission of
women K969), move of student center from Thompson
to the Bishop's Common (19741, and the merger of
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NOW, OF COURSE,
as to

the question

whether the federal or the

comes up

state govern-

have control of the love of the people
of the country.
should submit that any affections the populace might express should be directed toward the

ments

will

I

governments, for the federal government is
too big already, and any praise might swell its
head so large that it would have trouble passing
through the doors of its too-large Congress.
But the persistent questioner will not let up
there, and the spirit of New Federalism must be
pushed further. Who, he asks, will foot the bill
for the wedding, should the populace and the
state

state

become

Federalist.

enamoured of one anbecome the proper thing?

so greatly

other that nuptials

The question

is

easily answered, laughs the

Any good

citizen

knows

New

that the

parents of the bride pay the bills for the ceremony, and the state shall be considered the
bride in this instance. The duties of the federal government shall be reduced to a letter of
congratulation, and a small wedding gift, not
to be less than a savings bond, nor more than
a toaster

oven.

BEING HAND-IN-HAWD

with the romantic
concept of marriage, the burden of charity must
fall also upon the shoulders of the state. For in
this instance, the state must be perceived as the
groom in the relationship, and the federal government must be the mother-in-law, who may
come and stay for two weeks at a time until
the grandchildren arrive, at which time she may
forfeit her rights if they turn out to be little
spoiled brats, which she will be assumed by law
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Mary Fitzgerald
and Judy Dowker
whoop it up on the
mantle during PRE
rush skits last week

KA

(Photo by John
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to be blameless for.

the guise of welfare and other
such hideous programs, may then be seen as a
homewrecker. With the state as groom again,
Charity,

in

and thd populace as wife, any money given to
the people by the federal government would be
as roses sent by an interloper. Anxious to preserve his marriage at all costs, the state must instead assure his wife daily gifts of candy and
roses, and threaten to bop the interloper in the
nose, but not too convincingly.
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party was really crowded and the fellows you
observed wanted to be ready when the lines at

Slanders,
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and there is a
question that I've been wanting to ask ever
wasn't sure who to
since last semester but
was at a party
hope you can help me.
ask.
at the KA house last semester and a boy got up
over the fireplace and took off his pants and
stood there dancing just like he hadn't done
anything strange. Then another boy did it and
they both got down on the floor and started
writhing around like they were having a fit or
I
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BUT STILL

the right of the federal governto call up the people for servitude of various kinds must be recognized, for who would
deny the right of the mother-in-law, when her

ment

is acting up, to call the wife and ask
her to come over and take over the preparation of the wonderful pineapple nut upsidedown cake she is making? Warfare, in any event, must be viewed as a kind of church baz-

arthritis

and the mother-in-law must be busy at
the door all day, giving away tickets for the
The wife (people) then must
door prizes.
serve tables at the spaghetti supper, sweep the

girl

something. Can you explain this behavior?
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can think of
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the form of a carefully placed bolt of lightening at this time, but nothing else.
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Just pretend you don't remember who
changed your diapers all those times, and who
warmed your formula, and who sprayed antiseptic on your skinned knee, and who hid your
report card from your father, and who cooked
The people have
your oatmeal, and who...

ernment on Sundays, or to walk across its putting green with bare feet, or to make fun of its
bright-colored clothes, or to say bad things about it behind its back at the circle meeting, or

1
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permission to offer inner prayers for salvation

Ann
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AM HAVING

Everybody

a serious crisis.

is

They are wearing the
have worn from birth.
Now that everybody looks and dresses the same,
how can that select group which belong to
be set apart from the
the "original preppies''
style of clothes that

shooting booth.
be denied the federal govern-Also, not to
ment is the right of a little excessive taxation,
because, in the role of mother-in-law, it could
"Yes, don't give me any money. See if
say:
care.

Dear

trying to be "preppy."

serve as targets in the water-

I

Signed,
Ann Slanders

I

aar,

gymnasium, and

little boys' room thinned down. They must
nave been waiting a long time if they were
writhing on the floor.
When things like that happen you should just
turn your head and blush a little so you keep up
the good appearance of being embarrassed.

the

llsl OTHER cases, the people will be required
not to use the tennis courts of the federal gov-

to call

its

friends and

crepes at last week
pacem, para bellum.

s

tell

them of the ruined

mah-jongg session.
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pseudo-preppies?

An

Original

Preppy

Dear Original Preppy,

A RING THROUGH

your nose should set
unless you go to

you apart from the crowd
Africa.
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also highly unlikely that this

catch on as a fad with the masses.
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Five-day

.

.

from one
through Friday schedule

logical

is

and predict-

able.

STUDENT-WIDE DEBATE over the issue
a head on Feb. 1, when a campus wide
The
vote was taken in dormitory meetings.
vote, which was taken by the proctors of each
dorm and language house under the auspices of
the Student Assembly, showed that with 722
out of 944 students voting, 74.2% were opposed
to the five-day calendar revision, while 25.7%
were in favor of the change. A class breakdown
of the voting to the five-day calendar revision is
Freshmen- 88.2% voted against the
as follows:
faculty's proposal, 16.7% voted in favor; Sophomores- 66.8% voted against, 33.8% voted
favor; Juniors- 78.1% voted against, 21.8%
favor; Seniors- 70.7% voted against, 29.2%
came to

favor.

IThe curriculum and academic Policy Coma committee of both students and faculresponded to the possibility of the adoption of the five-day week. This committee has
prepared a list of guidelines for faculty approval which it hopes will alleviate the conflict between the majority of the students and of the
Among other things, the committee
faculty.
mittee

(

ty) has

ntard Hall, at
Academy near Gorgas,
will have to be repaired considerably
if it is to be used
for any purpose, as
these pictures show.
Maintenance sources
sayjhe winter storms
took their toll on the
building. (Photos by

John

Ellis)

Tuition
Sewanee,

Gooch added.
'We have had many phone calls from concerned parents about costs to attend Sewanee
next year,' said Mrs. Barbara Hall, director of
the Financial Aid office. 'Parents of entering
freshmen have called and said that their child
is interested in Sewanee, but they are unable,
as a family, to pay the full amount, and ask
for information about financial aid.'
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taken into account in my budget, as
the strong possibility of a tuition

as

increase,

Board of Regents,' Mrs.
Hall said.
'If there was a 10 percent increase
in tuition, then
said in my budget that
would need so many dollars.
Likewise, if
there was a 12 percent increase,
said that
would need so many dollars.'
to

the
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CONCLUDING

the financial aid office is going to maintain
the rationing system next year also: first and
foremost, aid will be given those in need; and

second, aid will be given to those

academic performance and promise..

Language Symposium
IN OBSERVANCE
of
Sewanee's 125th
anniversary,

HALL

said

that
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from many of the
partments

present
focusing
on
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their
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all
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Professors

Klemm

David
and

(religion)

James Peterman (philosophy) proposed the
symposium in response
to
Dean Patterson's
request to the faculty
for suggestions for observing
the
anniversary.

make every

ef-

assure that faculty
for

In response to the

Committee Recommenda-

Scott Clemons, Speaker of the Student
Assembly, momentarily stepped down from his
chair to address the members of the Assembly.
Clemons angrily denounced the recommendations as minor concessions and reiterated his position that going to a five-day week would lead
to a slow but steady breakdown in the community life of Sewanee. As Clemons said, "I don't
tion,

how

the faculty can

do

this to us."

An administration decision is expected on
issue by Friday.
Vice-Chancellor Robert
Ayres and Dean W. Brown Patterson are very
receptive to student reactions, and have postponed any decision until they have heard from
this

the students.

continues tonight

ing

MRS.

who show

that the faculty

members can be
academic consultation, especially
on weekday afternoons, and assure that intramural sports are scheduled on weekends as
well as weekdays.
to
reached

see

from one
direct result of a tuition increase at

recommended
fort

The Student Assembly also voted to accept
the proposed changes in rules and procedures of
the Honor Council. These changes need to be
accepted, by the Order of Gownsmen and ViceChancellor Robert Ayres before they go into
effect.

The Council, after two years of dealing with
of minor offenses which could, if the
person is found guilty, result in expulsion from
the University, a punishment deemed too severe
cases

for

some

violations,

change allowing for
alternative

to

a

has drafted a procedural
probationary period as an

according to
Council Chairman Chip Manning.
expulsion,

ACCORDING TO

the

revised

Honor

rules

of

procedure for the Honor Council, cheating on
a pledged assignment or test, or plagiarism are
excluded from the label of minor offenses
eligible for probation.
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